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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1. Land acquisition and resettlement for infrastructure facilities and urban development 
works within subcenters under the Tranche 1, Tranche 2 and Tranche 3 of the Ulaanbaatar Urban 
Services and Ger Areas Development Investment Program (Program), are being implemented in 
line with the provisions of the “Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan” (LARP) from 2016 and 
2020, which was approved basing on the “Land Acquisition and Resettlement Framework” 
(LARF), that was initially formulated and approved in 2013, and updated in November 2016 and 
March 2020. As of the monitoring period (January-July 2022), two effective resettlement 
documents (one LARP and one DDR) are implemented under Tranche 3 and posted on the ADB 
website.  
 
2. “Urban Future Planning Consultancy” LLC is carrying out an external monitoring and 
evaluation to provide an independent verification whether the land acquisition and resettlement 
carried out under the Program had been implemented in accordance with the approved LARPs 
and Safeguard Policy Statements of the ADB (2009). This report presents the findings and 
conclusions of the external monitoring undertaken on the land acquisition implemented by the 
PMO between 1 January and 31 July 2022. This is the 8th external monitoring carried out in the 
course of the project implementation for the purposes of (i) assessing the effectiveness, impact 
and sustainability of land acquisition and resettlement activities; (ii) determining whether ADB 
Safeguard policy compliance has been met; and (iii) learning strategic lessons for future policy 
formulation and planning related to land acquisition and resettlement (LAR).    
 
3. This report presents the findings and analysis of primary and secondary research carried 
out by EMET during the 8th monitoring period. Quantitive data from 25 HHs affected by the flood 
protection and drainage subproject in Tolgoit sub center had been collected in October 2022 
through household structured interviews1 in order to capture LAR impacts on different social 
groups, especially vulnerable and disadvantaged people. As indicated in the TOR, at least 20% 
of AHs affected by linear project were sampled for the post-resettlement household socio-
economic survey (HSES). A total of 25 AHs interviewed, 24% (6 AHs) was non-title holder AHs 
who lived in the rented or rent free land parcels.  

 
4. In the reporting period, the EME Team has closely followed LAR activities implemented 
for the flood protection and drainage subproject in the Tolgoit subcenter. Following the LAR 
document 14,215 m2 land, of which 11,683 m2 was titled and 2,532 m2 non-titled lands for the 
subproject were acquired. No land was acquired without the consent of its owners and all AHs 
were compensated at the negotiated market value for land which is MNT60,000.  
 
5. The fully affected household with land rights and the smallest portion of the land (278 m2) 
has received MNT26,591,501 for the affected land and the other properties while the household 
with land rights and the largest land received MNT79,876,541. The higher amount of 
compensation was received by the affected household with 472 m2 affected land and other 
properties. The average compensation amount for the affected land and assets paid to the fully 
affected APs with land tenure rights was approximatelly MNT79,465,825 which is higher than the 
land plot sale prices in the central and the northern parts of the city: MNT69,462,824 for the land 
plots in the central part and MNT73,057,937 in the northern part of Ulaanbaatar respectively.  

 
6. According to the household survey findings, the Program-induced land acquisition did not 
affect adversely the livelihoods of the affected households. 52%(13 AHs) of the total surveyed 

 
1 EMR VII, Tranche 2, Appendix 1. 
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AHs in Tolgoit subcenter reported that their livelihoods had been improved due to the LAR. This 
monitoring survey was the first household survey for the affected persons of the flood protection 
and drainage sub project in Tolgoit. The interviewers of the EMET did not observe any livelihood 
degradation among the surveyed 25 AHs.   
 

CHAPTER 1. EXTERNAL MONITORING OF THE LAND ACQUISITION AND 
RESETTLEMENT IMPLEMENTATION 

 

6. Introduction. The Ulaanbaatar Urban Services and Ger Areas Development Investment 
Program (hereinafter referred to as the Program) aims at developing the sustainable and inclusive 
urban development process, enhancing the quality and access of engineering infrastructure and 
basic services required for ger areas located in the middle area of the Ulaanbaatar City. 
Approximately, 400,000 citizens, living in these areas will directly benefit and the overall 
population of Ulaanbaatar city will indirectly benefit from this Program. The Program will be 
implemented in three tranches or projects for a period of 10 years to 31 December 2023.  
 
7.  With the implementation of the Tranche 3, 15,799 residents living in Tolgoit and Sharkhad 
subcenters will directly benefit from this project. 34% of residents are under the age of 14 and 
51% are women. More than 40% of the residents of the 2 subcenters are considered poor, with 
incomes below the subsistence level.2 
 
8. Urban Future Planning Consultancy LLC has concluded a contract with the Municipality 
of Ulaanbaatar (MUB) on 5 May 2021 to conduct the external monitoring and evaluation of LAR 
activities carried out in three tranches of the Program for the period of May 2021 and June 2024. 
As set forth in the Terms of Reference for consultancy service (TOR), the monitoring process 
covers the following tasks: (i) review and verification of the internal monitoring reports of the 
Project Management Office (PMO); (ii) identification and selection of impact indicators; (iii) impact 
assessment through quantitative and qualitative surveys; (iv) consultation with local stakeholders; 
(v) assessment of compliance with local laws, the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 
Resettlement Framework and the Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plans; (vi) recommendation 
of land acquisition process modification and adaptation measures; and (vii) lessons learned for 
future land acquisition and resettlement policy formulation and planning. 

 
9. Since its commencement of the consultancy service EMET has developed and submitted 
3 external monitoring and evaluation reports of the Program (5th, 6th and 7th). This is the 8th external 
semiannual monitoring undertaken on the land acquisition implemented by PMO between 1 
January and 30 July 2022 (4th for the EMET of Urban Future Planning Consultancy LLC). The 
following monitoring actions have been performed for the preparation of this report:   

• Reviewed all LARPs, eligibility and entitlements, compensation payments 
processes, and compliance with ADB Involuntary Resettlement Requirements, 

• Reviewed all internal monitoring reports on land acquisition and LARP Progress 
reports for the period covered, 

• Analyzed the lodged complaints and grievances by APs and assessed PMO 
grievance redress mechanism on registering and handling the complaints, 

 
2 According to the Mongolian Law on setting minimum of living, the National Statistical Office of Mongolia establishes 

the minimum living standards for population on the basis of minimum consumption. The minimum living standard is 
used for determining amounts of minimum wage, social insurance and welfare allowances, pension and benefits, 
and other government assistance to people. The monthly minimum standard of living for year 2022 is MNT277,800 
in Ulaanbaatar. 
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• Observed negotiation process and contract signing with the APs of Flood 
protection and drainage sub project in Tolgoit subcenter, 

• Interviewed valuation experts, resettlement consultants, consultants implementing 
the livelihood support program, PMO staff, and officials from LMA at MUB,  

• Conducted household survey with the total 25 AHs of the sub project in Tolgoit 
subcenter in ger area of the 1, 2, and 34th khoroo of Songinokhairkhan district.    

• Out of a total 25 respondent APs, 11 women interviewed and shared their land 
acquisition and resettlement experiences and its impacts on their livelihood and 
living conditions.     

• Undertaken field visits to the subproject sites in Tolgoit and Sharkhad subcenters.  
 
10. According to the TOR of the EMET, external monitoring has to be done every 6 months, 
however the EMET has decided to extend this monitoring period by 1 month which covered the 
first 7 months of 2022 due to the following reasons: (i) there were only two APs in Tranche 3 in 2 
monitoring periods, which means that almost no monitoring was taken in Tranche 3, and (ii) 
household survey was conducted after LAR completion in October 2022.    
 
11. This report presents the findings and analysis of primary and secondary research carried 
out by EMET during the 8th monitoring period. Quantitative data from 25HHs affected by Flood 
protection and drainage subproject in Tolgoit subcenter had been collected in October 2022 
through household structured interviews. As indicated in the TOR, at least 20% of AHs affected 
by linear project were sampled for the post-resettlement HSES. Representative sampling method 
used for selecting 25 AHs affected by the subproject, to capture LAR impacts on different social 
groups, especially vulnerable and disadvantaged people, for instance, of a total 25 AHs 
interviewed, 24% (6 AHs) was non-title holder AHs who lived in the rented or rent free land 
parcels.  
 
12. Quantitative data analysis was carried out using SPSS. Of the respondent APs, 56% were 
men and 44% were women and 60% were head of the household. 20% of surveyed AHs were 
female headed households. A summary of HSES findings is presented in Appendix 5.  
 

CHAPTER 2. IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS OF LARPS UNDER TRANCHE 3  
 
13. Status of processing of LAR documents of subcenters. The land acquisition and 
resettlement activities under Tranche 3 were started in August 2020 in accordance with the LARP 
for Tranche 3.3 For GADIP, LARPs or Due Diligence reports are being prepared for project land 
acquisition and resettlement. LARP provides the whole planning process for the physical and 
economic displacement of the affected people. At the same time, due diligence report is prepared 
for subprojects without LAR and it focuses on planning to identify specific compliance actions. 
LARP for Tranche 3 will not be updated. Based on this document, two different LARPs will be 
developed for road and infrastructure in Tolgoit and Sharkhad subcenters respectively.  
 
14. LAR activities. According to the design drawings of the subprojects of Tolgoit and 
Sharkhad subcenters, a total of 799 households on the affected 637 land plots will be affected. 
Of these 637 land plots, 456 belong to Tolgoit subcenter, 181 land parcels belong to the Sharkhad 
subcenter. As of 31 July 2022, 52 AHs signed the contracts and received the compensation 
including the persons affected by the training center and flood protection in Tolgoit and 
infrastructure in Sharkhad subcenter (refer to Table 1).4  

 
3 https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-en.pdf 
4 Internal monitoring report of PMO, the first half of the 2022.  

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-en.pdf
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Table 1: LAR Impacts and Compensation Payment of the Subprojects 

T
ra

n
c

h
e

 3
 

Location Subprojects 

Affected land parcels Affected HHs 
Number of 

AHs received 
compensation 

Full Partial Total 
Without 

land 
title 

Total Total 

Sharkhad 

Road, and 
infrastructure  

52 129 181 45 226 1 

Sport complex 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal 52 129 181 45 226 1 

Tolgoit  

Training 
center 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

Road, and 
infrastructure 

249 169 418 102 520 0 

Family health 
center  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Flood 
protection and 
drainage 

28 9 37 15 52 49 

Subtotal 277 179 456 117 573 50 

                                  Total 329 308 637 162 799 51 

 
15. Monitoring of LAR in Sharkhad subcenter. Development works will be carried out in 
the territories of 8, 9, 10, 17, 19, and 24 khoroo of Bayanzurkh district in a total of 210-hectare 
land. During the reporting period, it was not determined yet whether public facilities like sport 
complex, kindergarten and school will be constructed within Tranche 3. As of now, 1,000 m3 
capacity water reservoir, 4.5 km flood protection, 7.2 km water supply network, 10/0.4 kW 
substation, 2.3 km electricity lines, and 5.5 km communication network design drawings are being 
developed. Preparation of design drawings is 38.4%, and LAR activities of these subprojects are 
0% or not started yet.   
 
16. The total number of pending LAR documents and target dates of submission are listed 
below: 

(i) LARP for road and infrastructure in Sharkhad subcenter (IV quarter of 2022); 
(ii) DDR for the Sport complex in Sharkhad subcenter (IV quarter of 2022); 
(iii) DDR for the Kindergarten and public development center in Sharkhad subcenter 

(IV quarter of 2022); 
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Figure 1: Location Map of Sharkhad Subcenter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17. A Due Diligence Report was developed for resettlement of a business entity which was 
carried out in the first half year of 2021 in Sharkhad subcenter, and the construction of the school, 
kindergarten, and center in Selbe subcenter as a joint LAR document of Tranche 2. The business 
entity in Sharkhad subcenter was partially affected; vacated 221 m2 possessed land, 100 m2 of 
brick building with a guard unit on the roof built on the affected land through a negotiated 
settlement. The business entity agreed to transfer its 221 m2 of the possessed land to the 
government free of charge for construction of the heating and water supply network, but in 
exchange of permitting connection of the Wood Market to the water and heating distribution 
substation. A total of MNT114,893,535 was paid for the affected structures to the business entity. 
The DDR is posted on ADB’s webside in November 2021.5  
 
18. The construction of a water and heating transmission station, which will supply water and 
heating to a house for 20 apartments built within the Tsaiz eco-town in the territory of 19th khoroo 
of Bayanzurkh has been fully completed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5 https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-005-sddr-en_4.pdf  

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-005-sddr-en_4.pdf
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Figure 2: Newly Built Water and Heating Distribution Station 

 
 

New water and heating transmission station    Planned water reservoir* 
*Source: The photo was taken from Progress report of PMO for second quarter 2022.  

 
19. During the reporting period, there was no LARP implemented in Sharkhad subcenter, and 
LARP for road and infrastructure is pending. According to this situation, EMET considered that 
there is no need to carry out external monitoring for the Sharkhad subcenter in this period of time.   
 
20. Monitoring of LAR in Tolgoit subcenter. The following works covering a total of 149.8 
hectare land are planned to be implemented in 1, 2, 3, 20, 34 and 35th Khoroos, Songinokhairkhan 
District: 7.7 km roads, 4.5 km heating supply network, 4 water and heat transmission center, 6.2 
km water supply pipes, 3.8 km sewage pipes, 5.9 km flood protection and drainage, 10/04 kW 
closed substation-10, 17 km electricity lines, 10 km communication lines and Information and 
Service Center, Health Care Center with a capacity to serve 150 people per day, training center 
with a capacity of 320 students and infrastructure works.6  In the reporting period, the land 
acquisition and resettlement of the flood protection and drainage of the subcenter has carried out 
according to the approved LARP (July 2022). Other works have not been commenced yet, 1 DDR 
and 1 LARP are approved and 2 LARPs are pending to be produced in Q4 of 2022. 

(i) Due Diligence Report for Training center-Public green space in Tolgoit subcenter 
(January 2022); 
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-sddr-
en.pdf 

(ii) LARP for flood protection and drainage of Tolgoit subcenter (July 2022); 
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-
en_0.pdf 

(iii) LARP for kindergarten, Public Development Center and family health center of 
Tolgoit subcenter (pending, Q4, 2022) 

(iv) LARP for road and infrastructure of Tolgoit subcenter (at its early stage, Q4, 2022) 
 
 
 
  

 
6 Internal monitoring report of PMO, the first half of the 2022. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-sddr-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-sddr-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-en_0.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-en_0.pdf
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Figure 2: Location Map of Tolgoit subcenter 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
21. Table 2 shows the works of lots contracted and to be completed under Tranche 3. 
Construction progress of the flood protection and drainage at Tolgoit subcenter is 25.2% and the 
progress of other social facilities and infrastructure design is 51.8%.  
 

Table 2: Package Works of the Subcenter 

№ 
Package 
number 

Subprojects Remarks 

ADB loan 

1 TBC Training Center of Tolgoit  
• 50х33m 2 storey semi circular square block 

building connencted to road and outside and 
inside infrastructure 

Consulting services 

1 T3-CS02 
External monitoring of the 
land acquisition and 
resettlement  

• LAR external monitoring will be carried out for all 
subprojects implemented under Tranche 1, 2 and 
3. 

• External monitoring and evaluation (EME) is 
aimed at (i) evaluating efficiency, impacts and 
stability of the land acquisition and resettlement; 
(ii) monitoring whether ADB’s Safeguard Policy 
Statement is followed; and (iii) determining 
actions to be usable for preparation and planning 
of LAR policy. 

2 T3-CS03 
Environmental external 
monitoring  

• Hire external monitoring specialist to evaluate the 
project environmental report submitted to ADB 
and its conformity and to carry out external 
monitoring under Tranche 3  

EIB loan 

1 
TFP 
25.2% 

Flood protection and 
drainage at Tolgoit 
subcenter 

• E-1: 1,167 m long tube  
• D-2: 721 m long  
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№ 
Package 
number 

Subprojects Remarks 

2 SHTSC 

Outside connection of water 
supply and sewage and 
heating pipes of social 
facilities of the subcenters 
 

• Gas stove - 9ea /schools 
• Water filter - 5ea/schools 
• Electricity system and diesel generator - 

4ea/schools 
• Sewage pipe - 1ea/school 
• Check and hand over  

 
22. Training center-Public green space in Tolgoit subcenter. During the reporting period, 
the Due Diligence Report for Training Center-Public Green space in Tolgoit subcenter was 
submitted for approval to ADB and subsequently cleared and posted on the ADB website in 
January 2022. This DDR says that as a vacant area of 9,000 m2 along the Tolgoit street #40-51 
located in the territory of the 1st Khoroo of Songino Khairkhan district is possessed by 

Songinokhairkhan District Governor’s Office, there will be no land acquisition and resettlement 
impacts for the construction of the green spaces in Tolgoit subcenter. For the subproject of 
constructing the training center and the water and heating transmission station, a business entity 

expressed willingness to provide 3,920 m2 vacant land with compensation for the subproject. This 

entity explained that it sees this subproject as an opportunity for creating a favorable environment 
for its future planned apartments construction project, as the subproject will bring trunk 

infrastructure connections closer to its construction site. According to the Capital City Mayor’s 

Ordinance No. A/1043 dated August 17, 2020, compensation payment of MNT139,600,300 was 
paid to the AP on 29 September 2020. The business is operating normally.  
 

Figure 2: Training Center-Public Green Space in Tolgoit Subcenter 
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23. Flood protection and drainage project of Tolgoit subcenter. The PMO started 
preparing the LARP for flood protection drainage at Tolgoit subcenter from July 2021 and 
implementing after posting it on ADB website in May 2022. According to the LARP, it planned to 
vacate 14,229 m2 land of total 37 land parcels affected by 1,882 m long flood protection drainage 
to be built in 1 and 34th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District and pay MNT1,560,104,944 
(US$500,515) compensation payments for 357 affected properties of 51 households living on 
these land and 1 business.7 D2 tube of Bayangol – Naran flood protection will be 525 m long steel 
concrete trapeze-shaped tube and E1 tube will be 1,357 m long. The tube width is 3 m and height 
is 1.2-1.6 m. E1 tube consists of 297 m long steel concrete drainage, 103 m steel concrete square 
tube and 820 m steel concrete trapeze-shaped tube. A total 14,262 m2 land of total 37 land parcels 
was vacated for the flood protection. Out of these 37 land parcels, 28 are fully affected and 9 are 
partially affected. There were 16 AHs without land title. Out of 357 affected properties, 8 were 
residential building. In the reporting period or as of 31 July 2022, 45 AHs received their 
compensation payments.   
 
24. According to the LARP, it planned to vacate extra land or 14,229 m2 land even if the 
subproject required a total of 13,700 m2. The size of land to vacate is bigger than the size of land 
required as a household was considered as fully affected since its remaining unaffected land 
which was not required for the subproject was unusable in some cases. The land acquisition and 
resettlement of flood protection at Tolgoit subcenter is completed. 
   
25. The design drawings of the flood protection at Tolgoit subcenter has been finalized and a 
construction contractor has been selected and contracted in March 2021. However the 
construction is delayed and started in May 2022 as the design and price adjustment into the 
contract amount due to the price increase. The construction progress is 25.2%.      
 

Figure 3: Flood Protection in Tolgoit 

  

  
 
 

 
7 LARP for flood protection at Tolgoit subcenter  
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CHAPTER 3. LAR ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD 
 
26. This chapter describes the monitoring of the implementation of measures taken pursuant 
to the LARP, and LAR activities carried out under Tranche 3 within the reporting period of 1 
January 2022 until 31 July 2022. During the reporting period, the PMO has prepared the LARP 
for the subproject under Tranche 3 and disclosed at ADB website. 
 

• Tolgoit subcenter flood protection and drainage LARP (July 2022); 
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-
en_0.pdf 

 
27. The project is classified as category A for land acquisition and resettlement. If the project 
affects 200 or more people, and they are losing 10% or more of their income-generating property, 
that project’s land acquisition and resettlement is classified as category A with significant 
involuntary resettlement impacts.  
 
28. The PMO prepared the internal monitoring progress report for the land acquisition and 
resettlement covering the period January–June 2022 under Tranche 3 and submitted to ADB. The 
internal monitoring report includes information on whether the key stakeholders duly perform their 
obligations and responsibilities, APs involvement in the internal monitoring process, whether AP’s 
rights and interests are protected according to laws of Mongolia, ADB’s Social Safeguard Policy, 
LARF and LARP of the subprojects, proper and prompt payments of compensation and grievance 
redress mechanisms.  
 
3.1 Land Acquisition 

 
29. In the reporting period, 14,262 m2 of land from total 37 land parcels acquired for Tolgoit 
flood protection and drainage subproject as outlined in the LARP. Of these 37 affected plot, 28 
plots fully affected and 9 affected partially. There were 16 non-titled AHs. Of 357 properties 
affected, 8 were residential buildings. During the reporting period, 45 AHs of total 53 AHs signed 
the contract and received the compensation. Total 45 AHs were physically displaced. Total 8 AHs 
were not signed the contract and compensated. For example, 3 households who do not live on 
their affected land with empty khashaa and 1 AH without land title were not signed the contract 
and the documents of 3 households who do not live on their affected land are under review of the 
LMA of Ulaanbaatar and owner of 1 unlicensed land is uncertain.  
 
30. 6 households were partially affected. Of these, one household’s 16 m2 land was affected, 
and since the extent of the impact is small, it was agreed to compensate the land by replacement 
land from the vacant land of the household on the left side which was fully affected. Only the 
cadastral map will be changed following the changes made in the shape and location of the turning 
points.    
 
31. According to the LARP, it was planned to vacate excess land or 14,215 m2 land, even if a 
total 13,700 m2 land is required for the subproject. In some cases, it required that size of the land 
to vacate to be more than the size of land actually required, as the household is considered as 
fully affected whose the land remained unaffected which was not required for the subproject was 
impossible to use in the future.The LAR activities for Tolgoit subcenter flood propection sub 
project are completed.  
 
32. As of 31 July 2022, a total of 15.224 m2 land was acquired for Tolgoit and Sharkhad 
subcenters under Tranche 3. The summary of LAR is outlined in Table 3.1. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-en_0.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-009-rp-en_0.pdf
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Table 3.1: Total Size of Land Vacated for the Subcenters Under Tranche 3 
(as of July 2022) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
33.  It is planned to vacate the land for the road and infrastructure development of Tolgoit 
subcenter in Q3-Q4 2022. According to the design drawings, a total 521 land parcels will be 
affected, of which 249 will be fully affected and 169 will be partially affected. Of these land parcels, 
102 are the land parcels without land title.  
 

Table 3.2: Types of LAR Impact 

T
ra

n
c
h

e
 3

 

Subcenter  Name of work Types of impact  

Full Partial 
Without 
permission 

Total 

Sharkhad Infrastructure 52 129 45 226 

Subtotal 52 129 45 226 

Tolgoit 
  

Road, 
infrastructure  

249 169 102 520 

Training center  1  1 

Flood protection  44 9 16 53 

Subtotal 277 179 117 573 

                               Total 329 308 162 799 

Source: Semiannual report of 2022, PIU. Verified by the external monitoring. 
 

34. In the reporting period, no land acquisition is carried out except LAR for the flood protection 
and drainage of Tolgoit subcenter.  
  
3.2 Compensation Payments to the Affected Persons 
 

35. In the period covered by this report, 11,038 m2 land parcels were vacated for the flood 
protection drainage of the subcenter and total 49 APs signed the contract and the compensation 
payments of MNT1, 286,580,422 were paid to 45 APs for the loss of land and assets.  
 
36. The compensation payments were paid from the loan funding of the ADB according to the  
ordinance No. A/526 by Governor of Ulaanbaatar dated 30 June 2021. On 9 July 2021, the very 
first compensation was paid to people of Dambadarjaa subcenter. The compensation payment 

№ 
 
Subprojects of Tranche 3 

Size of total 
land vacated 

(m2) 

Amount of 
compensation 

(₮) 

Reference 
number of 
Governor’s 
ordinance  

Tolgoit subcenter 

1. Flood protection and drainage 14,232 1,286,580,422 А/526 

2 Training center 3,920 139,600,300 А/1043 

Sharkhad subcenter 

3. 
Water, heating transmission 
substation 

221 114,893,535 А/352 
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process is different for 2021 and 2022. The compensation payments used to be paid within 19 
working days in total through approximately 10 stages when they are paid by the Governor’s 
Office of Ulaanbaatar. Today, the compensation payments are verified within 28 working days in 
total after signing of the contract with AP and paid to AP’s bank account through PIU, Governor’s 
Office of Ulaanbaatar, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Finance- State Treasury (US$ account) and 
Ministry of Finance- State Treasury (MNT account).8 See Appendix 3. 
 
37. The socio-economic survey of AHs and businesses from Tolgoit subcenter was carried 
out in May and August 2022 and information on households who do not live in their khashaa or 
live in a foreign country or not registered with the LMA of Ulaanbaatar was obtained from State 
Registration Office and corresponding khoroos of Songinokhairkhan District and used in the 
baseline survey.  
 
38. In addition to the value of the affected land and assets, the compensation package for the 
APs includes transaction costs, transitional period assistance and other required service fees. 
The other required service fees include any fees for the preparation of cadastral maps, issuance 
of cadastral maps, issuance of land possession certificates, issuance and registration of a new 
land title certificate. According to the LARP, relocation and transitional period assistance for 6 
months, amounting to MNT1,800,000 (MNT300,000/per month x 6 months) was paid to the fully 
affected and physically displaced AHs.  

 
39. LARP-Table 9. As specified in the Entitlements and Eligibility, the landowners and 
possessors have a right to choose whether to receive cash compensation or replacement land 
for the affected land. 15 AHs without land title were affected by the Tolgoit subcenter and of which 
total 6 AHs applied for a 126-unit social housing which is under construction and located in 6th 
Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District and will be ready to accept residents in December 2022.  

 

Table 3.3: Compensation Payments to AHs under Tranche 3 (July 2022) 
 

No  
 

Subcenter  
AHs 

compensated 
 

Amount 
received 

(MNT) 

Date of the 
Mayor’s 

Ordinance 

Tolgoit  

1. Training center 1 139,600,300 17 August 2020  
2. Flood protection and drainage  45 1, 286,580,422 30 June 2021  

Sharkhad  

1. Engineering network 1     114,893,535 7 May 2021 

   Source: Internal monitoring report, PIU (Jan- Jun 2022), June 2022. 

 
40. The surveyed APs reported that they have received the compensation payment to their 
respective bank accounts on 6, 7 and 8 July 2022.   
 

Table 3.4: Amount of Compensation Payments to APs Surveyed  
AP Affected 

land 
m2 

Compensation 
for land  

Compensation 
for residential 

building   

Compensation 
for non-

residential 
building and 

other properties  

Total 
compensation 

payments 
received 

(MNT) 

With 
land 
title  

17 5,646 338,760,000 167,293,930 140,3631,74  646,417,104 

 
8 Interview with PIU Financial Officer, 4 November 2022.  
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AP Affected 

land 
m2 

Compensation 
for land  

Compensation 
for residential 

building   

Compensation 
for non-

residential 
building and 

other properties  

Total 
compensation 

payments 
received 

(MNT) 

Without 
land 
title 

8 499 29,940,000 67,732,280 61,093,314 158,765,594 

Total  25 6,145 368,700,000 235,026,210 201,456,488 805,182,698 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
41. As shown in Table 3.5 below, loss of the land and property was valued higher than the 
market price and paid to the APs. Average amount of compensation payment paid to the land 
owner and fully affected person of the Tolgoit subcenter for their land and properties was 
MNT79,465,825 and such indicates that the price of khashaa and residential building located in 
that territory is higher than the market price. Average compensation payment for the affected land 
and properties is 60.2% higher than the 2022 average selling price of khashaa and residential 
building located in Songinokhairkhan District. Table 3.5 shows the median sale price of a 
residential land plot with a house, by last 5-year. 
 

Table 3.5: Median Sale Price of a Residential Land Plot with a House on the Real 
Estate Market in 2020-2022 (by district) 

 

District 
2020 

IV 

2021 2022 Price change 
from the 
previous 
quarter 

I IV I 

Bayangol 63,321,078 42,953,192 47,957,598 67,915,213 +41,62% 

Bayanzurkh 48,676,890 39,219,048 32,946,429 61,111,111 +85,49% 

Songinokhairkhan 44,941,824 49,641,457 55,225,994 75,433,613 +36,59% 

Sukhbaatar 61,968,555 123,222,222 161,657,347 131,808,889 -18,47% 

Khan-Uul 62,459,788 46,427,844 70,721,165 73,458,081 +3,87% 

Chingeltei 43,369,163 46,208,312 55,950,825 56,314,164 +0,65% 

Source: Tenhleg Zuuch LLC, 2022. 

 

Figure 3.1: Land Plot Sales Price in Ger Areas of Ulaanbaatar (by region) 
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3.3 Carrying Out the Land and Assets Appraisal, and Negotiating the Compensation 
Package with the Affected Persons 

 
42. Socio-economic survey of APs of the Tolgoit subcenter was conducted by the Land 
Acquisition specialists of PIU in October and November 2021 and valuation of affected land and 
assets was carried out by certified appraisers of “Fine Estimate” LLC for the Tolgoit subcenter 
from September 2021 to April 2022 in accordance with Mongolian Valuation Standards and 
International Valuation Standards. An individual valuation report was developed for each AHs and 
the APs were given an opportunity to review and comment on the valuation reports. Moreover, if 
the AP disagrees with the valuation report, s/he can hire an independent third-party licensed 
appraiser, but its cost should be borne by the AP. The valuation report presents list of all affected 
structures, including residential and non-residential properties and any improvement made on the 
affected land, and the estimated full replacement cost for each affected item.  
 
43. The valuation experts offered to acquire 1 m2 land of the affected people with MNT60,000 
and agreed based on the ordinance by Governor of Ulaanbaatar on taking back people’s land 
with compensation. The household survey showed that the households affected by the flood 
protection and the drainage subproject of the Tolgoit subcenter were consulted the most about 
immovable property appraisal, compensation, other assistance, rent-to-own housing, and 
livelihood support. 

 

Figure 3.2: Specialists’ Consultation with APs Interviewed for the Flood Protection 
and Drainage Subproject of Tolgoit Subcenter 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
Table 3.6: Topics of Consultation with APs Interviewed 

 

Project name 

Tolgoit, flood protection drainage 

Count Column N % 

Property valuation 
 

Yes 23 100.0% 
No 0 0.0% 

Compensation and entitlements 
 

Yes 19 82.6% 

No 4 17.4% 
Income restoration and livelihood improvement Yes 10 43.5% 

No 13 56.5% 

100.00%

82.60%

43.50%

4.30%

21.70%
13.00%

0.00%
8.70%

About property
valuation

About
compensation,

and other
assitance and

supports

About
livelihood
support

assistance

About a new
land plot
allocation

About rental
and rent-to-
own housing

programs

About renewal
of land rights

and certificates

Resolution of
complaints

Other issues
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Project name 

Tolgoit, flood protection drainage 

Count Column N % 

Replacement land Yes 1 4.3% 
No 22 95.7% 

Rent and rent-to own housing program 
 

Yes 5 21.7% 
No 18 78.3% 

Land titles Yes 3 13.0% 
No 20 87.0% 

Grievance redressing Yes 0 0.0% 
No 23 100.0% 

Other  Yes 2 8.7% 
No 21 91.3% 

        Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022 

 
44. PMO’s negotiations with a total 53 AHs, including 37 households and 15 co-residents for 
the flood protection and drainage subproject of Tolgoit subcenter under Tranche 3 has started on 
9 May 2022 at the One-Stop Service Center of Bayankhoshuu subcenter. The PMO resettlement 
specialists, land officers from the Land Management Department of Ulaanbaatar and valuation 
experts participated in the negotiation process with a total 45 households and the external 
monitoring consultant observed the negotiation process.  
 
45. During the consultation meetings with APs, PIU specialists presented ADB’s Safeguard 
Policy Statement and compensation payments and reminded them to vacate their land after 
receiving the compensation payment 100%. One of the items which took our attention was 
“Safety Recommendation During Resettlement” provided by PIU’s safety engineer to the fully 
affected people. The printed recommendation on how safety can be ensured during resettlement 
and how to prepare for resettlement was handed out to the fully affected people. Please refer to 
Appendix 5 for report by the EME team participated in the negotiation process. 
 
46. The valuation experts visited every AH to examine the affected assets and calculated the 
compensation amount in consideration of the AP's comments and requests. As reported by 73.9% 
of the APs interviewed, the frequent consultation with the valuation experts was the foremost 
consulted LAR issue (see Appendix 5, Table 3.9). The APs of the Tolgoit subenter were able to 
negotiate and be engaged in the property valuation process while 88.2% of the interviewed AHs 
with land title and 100% of the AHs without land title expressed their satisfaction with the valuation 
of their affected properties (see Table 3.7).  
 

Table 3.7 Consultation with APs on LAR Matter 
Have you and 
your family 
members been 
consulted on the 
LAR matters? 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit  

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Yes  15 88.2% 8 100.0% 23 92.0% 
No  2 11.8% 0 0.0% 2 8.0% 
Total  17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

    Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 

47. Immovable property valuation has been carried out on a replacement-cost basis, without 
subtracting its depreciation, which followed the ADB's Safeguard Policy Statement. The full 
replacement cost for the structures includes the current market rates for purchasing new 
materials, costs for transportation, machinery and labor, and all other costs that will occur to 
replace the lost structure. As stated in the clause 1, 8 and 7 of the Final Valuation report for the 
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AH, replacement cost estimation does not include the cost for demolition of the affected structure, 
however, should be required, the affected person can take down recyclable materials and the 
salvaging costs to be borne by himself. The appraisal of structures such as house, wooden 
khashaa, open pit, garage, door, paved area, sewage and kennel on a total 53 land parcels 
affected by the flood protection drainage subproject of Tolgoit subcenter was carried out and 
compensation payments were calculated at then current market rate. Furthermore, the Minister 
of Construction and Urban Development has issued Order #93 dated on 16 April 2021 for 
approving the 2020 price index for the construction facilities. Based on this, the estimated full 
replacement cost for the affected structures has been increased at 1.08 to 1.17 price index, 
depending on the type of materials utilized.  
 
48. Negotiations with the APs for the the flood protection drainage subproject of Tolgoit 
subcenter has started on 12 May 2022 and the external monitoring consultants observed a 
negotiation process on 12 and 17 May (see Appendix 5). Furthermore, the valuation experts and 
LMA specialist were present to respond the enquiries raised by APs during negotiation.9  
 
49. All land and property owner APs were invited for a negotiation on the appointed date and 
time; however, the schedule was flexible at a time that is convenient to the APs. If affected assets 
are registered in joint ownership of household members, all persons listed on the Property 
Certificate were asked to be present at the negotiation, if cannot be present in-person a power of 
attorney should be issued to the person to act on his/her behalf. All interested members of AHs 
are welcomed to take a part in a negotiation, however, when the meeting room is overcrowded 
some household members were asked to leave a room to maintain social distancing. Negotiation 
room where meeting with APs took place is shown in Figure 3.3.  
 

Figure 3.3: Negotiation by the PIU Resettlement Specialists 

  
12 May 2022, Training Center of Bayankhoshuu subcenter 

 
50. Negotiation room was well set up to accommodate undisturbed and effective negotiations 
between the APs and the PIU resettlement specialists. The APs were free from intimidation, 
coercion, or manipulation. 96% or 24 APs surveyed responded that they received the 
compensation payments in full for their land and assets lost, 24 APs or 100% replied that they 
received their compensation payments before LAR and 19 APs or 79.2% responded that no fees 
or charges were deducted from their compensation payments and monetary assistance. Such 

 
9 Interview with the property appraiser, 20th July, 2022.  
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proves that the compensations are paid according to the plan. The remaining APs informed that 
they did not notice whether there was any deduction from the compensation amount.   
 

Table 3.8: Compensation Payments to AHs 

 Subcenter 

Tolgoit 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N 
% 

Count Column N 
% 

Count Column N 
% 

Whether received a 
compensation for the land 
and property lost when 
vacating the land 

Yes 16 94.1% 8 100.0% 24 96.0% 
No 1 5.9% 0 0.0% 1 4.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Whether received a 
compensation for the land 
and property lost before 
vacating the land 

Yes 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 
No 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 

Whether received 
compensation in full 
 

Yes 15 93.8% 8 100.0% 23 95.8% 
No 1 6.3% 0 0.0% 1 4.2% 

Do not remember 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 

Fees or charges deducted 
from compensation and 
monetary assistance 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 13 81.3% 6 75.0% 19 79.2% 

Do not know 3 18.8% 2 25.0% 5 20.8% 
Total 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
3.4 Relocation of Land Title Holder and Non-Title Holder AHs 

 

51. All the AHs opted for cash compensation for land, which was negotiated and agreed with 
PIU and MUB. Thus, replacement land and associated measures were not taken. All title holder 
AHs were self-relocated. 
 
52. The non-title holder AHs of the affected land plot are entitled to rental or rent-to-own 
apartment in a designated social housing. During the negotiations, all the non-title holder APs, 
were informed about the possibility of relocation to the 126-units social housing to be built in the 
territory of 6th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District. A total of 16 non-titled AHs were entitled to 
resettle in an affordable social housing, however, 10 AHs declined their entitlement, and the 
remaining 6 AHs acknowledged their entitlement and expressed their interest to resettle in an 
affordable housing unit as soon as the construction is completed ready to accommodate resident.   

 
53. Currently, the 126-units social housing in Khanyn material area is under construction and 
will be commissioned in December 2022. It has 126-units rental apartment with floor space 
ranging from the smallest 27.17 m2  and the largest 57.89 m2. The APs can choose from two 
tenancy options, either to rent or own an apartment through rent-to-own scheme; (i) pay monthly 
rent payment of MNT6,000 per 1 m2 pursuant to the Resolution #25 of 2017 issued by the Minister 
of Construction and Urban Development; or (ii) purchase for the cost of 1 m2 area MNT1,807,630 
as stipulated in the Appendix “Regulation on Ownership of Rental Apartments” to the Cabinet 
Decree #138 of 2019. APs can rent the apartment for 5 or 15 years; or apply for a mortgage loan 
to purchase. In addition to the rental fee, the households will be responsible for paying the utilities 
payment.  
 
54. The replacement of the cadastral map and certificate of 6 households partially affected by 
Tolgoit subcenter flood protection and drainage is taking some time. The next EME report will 
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include updated information in this regard. One of these households is not affected and its land 
type will be changed and only cadastral map will be updated.  

 
55. Out of 25 APs interviewed, there are 17 APs (68%) with land title and 8 APs (32%) without 
land title. A total 22 AHs (88%) of these households are fully affected and 3 AHs (12%) are 
partially affected (Tables 1.1 and 1.2, Appendix 5). 35.3% of the households with land title (6 AHs) 
had co-resident and out of these, 50% (3 AHs) responded that they live with their adult child who 
is not a co-owner and 16.7% (1 AH) responded living with parents in law - in same khashaa. Table 
3.9 shows percentage of affected households interviewed, have co-residence and with land title.  
 

Table 3.9 Co-Residency of AHs with Land Title Before LAR 

 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit, flood 
protection drainage  

With land title 

Count Column N % 

Was co-resident 
household living with 
you before LAR? 

Yes  6 35.3% 
No  11 64.7% 
Total  17 100.0% 

Where moved this 
household after 
resettlement? 
 

Did not move, still living jointly 4 66.7% 
Planning to move, because new land is allocated 0 0.0% 
Moved, because new land is allocated 0 0.0% 
Moved into a temporary housing 0 0.0% 
Moved, near by old area lived 0 0.0% 
Moved, to other place  2 33.3% 
Do not know 0 0.0% 
Total  6 100.0% 

What is your 
relationship to that 
household? 
 

Co-ownership/name is listed in the certificate 1 16.7% 
Renter  0 0.0% 
Relatives, friends 1 16.7% 
Not related household 0 0.0% 
An adult child who is not a co-owner 3 50.0% 
Parent's or in-laws who are not a co-owner 1 16.7% 
Other  0 0.0% 
Total  6 100.0% 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022  

 
3.5 Consultation and Information Disclosure to Affected Persons 
 
56. To ensure the involvement of informed residents at the design development stage of the 
project, a total 15 consultation meeting were conducted among 415 people from Tolgoit and Shar 
Khad subcenters and of which, 54.7% (277) were women. During the meetings, provided 
information to residents living on Tranche 3 area and surrounding areas on ROW planned and 
design. During Tolgoit subcenter meetings, the residents consulted about the design of recreation 
areas such as stops for public transport, football area, amusement park and playground along the 
road. Such provided the residents with the opportunity to get involved in the design development 
of the project in order to minimize the potential impacts by the project and to resolve needs of the 
residents. Moreover, the residents were worried about management related issues, including 
structure and building maintenance and repair, safety and cleaniness of the common areas and 
enjoyment of residents.10  
 

 
10 Social development progress report of PMO, Second quarter, 2022.  
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57. On 14th and 15th of May 2022, a total 6 consultation meetings among people of Tolgoit 
flood protection and drainage in Tolgoit subcenter held at the Civil Chamber of 1st and 2nd Khoroo 
of Songinokhairkhan District and hall of the school No. 106 in 34th Khoroo, respectively and shared 
information on social faciltiy, engineering infrastructure and LAR activities. The LMA, PMO 
engineers, resettlement specialists, consulting team engineers and social specialists, staff from 
1, 2, 20 and 34 Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District and 402 APs attended in the meetings.  
 
58. During the meeting, the following issues and concerns were raised by the APs:  

• Which Khoroos will be in the Tolgoit subcenter? 
• What is compensaton payment? 
• How land, khashaa, trees and improvements to the khashaa will be valuated? 
• Who will carry out the valuation? 
• How compensation payments to businesses will be calculated? 
• When we need to vacate our land? 
• We are living here many years without any land permission. Will we get 

compensated?  
• What is the commencement date for the activities of the subcenter? 
• What happens if we do not vacate our land? 
• Can other households not affected connect to heating, water and sewage system? 
• When is cut off date? 
•  How do we know if we are affected fully or partially? 
• How compensation payments to co-residents will be calculated? 

 
59. The APs interviewed in household survey identified the channels for LAR information as 
52% reported public consultation meetings are the most prominent channel, and the printed 
brochure and information pumplets took the second place as 32% of respondents reported that 
the printed brochure and information pumplets are the channel, they tuned in to receive 
information (see Table 3.6, Appendix 5).  

 

Table 3.10: Channels Received LAR Information 

 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit, 
flood 

protection 
drainage 

Count 

How did you 
receive LAR 
information?  
 

From the project web page and 
facebook  

0 

From Khoroo’s residents and APs 
facebook groups 

0 

From printed brochures and 
information pumplet  

8 

From public consultation meetings 
and gatherings  

13 

From individual meetings and 
interviews 

2 

Other  2 

      Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 
 

60. All APs interviewed were consulted prior to land acquisition and LARP and its content has 
been presented to them. They have confirmed that they have been consulted on the matters of 
land acquisition and resettlement directly with the PIU specialists and they were satisfied with 
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their participation for land acquisition. Moreover, the APs reported that the most consulted LAR 
issues were property valuation (100%), compensation and moving assistance (82.6%), and 
livelihood improvement support (43.5%).  

 
Table 3.11: LAR Issues Consulted with APs 

 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit, flood protection drainage 

Count Column N % 

Property valuation  Yes 23 100.0% 
No 0 0.0% 

Compensation and entitlements  Yes 19 82.6% 
No 4 17.4% 

Household livelihood support program Yes 10 43.5% 
No 13 56.5% 

Replacement land  Yes 1 4.3% 
No 22 95.7% 

Rent, rent to own housing program 
 

Yes 5 21.7% 
No 18 78.3% 

Land title Yes 3 13.0% 
No 20 87.0% 

Grievance handling  Yes 0 0.0% 
No 23 100.0% 

Other  Yes 2 8.7% 
No 21 91.3% 

            Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
61. As shown in the above table, the APs interviewed were familiar with the safeguard policy 
requirements of involuntary resettlement. But they were least informed on Grievance redress 
mechanism. This indicates the need of reminding the existing GRM to the APs during 
consultations, or periodic activities at the project site, or on posting Facebook groups, to ensure 
the APs are aware of that there is a support line to address their concerns and how to make use 
of it.  
 
62. As shown in Table 3.11 above, the APs interviewed were familiar with the safeguard policy 
requirements of involuntary resettlement. They directly consulted with the PMO and LMA’s 
specialists about LAR issue and were satisified with their involvement in the land acquisition. 
 
3.6 Income Restoration and Livelihood Improvement Support 
 
63. ADB has implemented two technical assistance projects to support the affected and 

vulnerable households adversely affected by involuntary resettlement in the design and 
implementation of pilot livelihood demonstration programs by enhancing employable skills, 
training and business development, creating home-based jobs, and increasing opportunities for 
job placements, under Tranche 1. 
 
64. TA 9528-MON Capacity Building for Sustainable Livelihood Support in Ger Areas 
(Tranche 1). Livelihood restoration and support programs for each of the two subcenters 
(Bayankhoshuu and Selbe) is being implemented from 23 May 2018. In implementing the 
livelihood restoration and support measures to the APs, suitable type of support is chosen to 
implement by presenting to the PMO’s social specialists and consulting team members based on 
the skills of family members of the concerned AH and credit sources of that AH after conducting 
the needs assessment of affected households in the areas of (i) vocational skills and capacity 
development training; (ii) home-based business development support, through business 
facilitation and equipment supply; and (iii) support in creating long-term employment 
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opportunities. The livelihood support plan, including employability through skills development, 
provide training on business development, improve financial literacy, provide tools and equipment 
for the affected households, and widen access to credit sources, and increase opportunities for 
job placements will be implemented. The TA commenced on 1 June 2018 and implemented until 
30 November 2019. During this period, the support amounting MNT134,628,521.00 was provided 
to a total 95 APs including 49 APs from Bayankhoshuu subcenter and 46 APs from Selbe 
subcenter for training, equipment and training + equipment.  
 
65. TA 9749-MON: Capacity Building for Sustainable Livelihood Support in Ger Areas has 
been approved in June 2019 to continue the Bank’s support to ger area redevelopment by public 
and private partnership aimed at redeveloping and modernizing ger areas through expansion of 
the measures taken within the scope of the Livelihood Support Program and construction of basic 
infrastructure, communal facilities, and affordable housing and is the small-scale technical 
assistance to support the poor and vulnerable households as well as households who were 
carrying out activities to support livelihood on their affected land and adversely affected by 
involuntary resettlement of Tranche 1, Tranche 2 and Tranche 3. This TA is a part of the PIU’s 
livelihood restoration and support programs for affected households and is being implemented to 
support livelihood of the poor and vulnerable households and their family members chosen by (i) 
enhancing employable skills, training and business development; (ii) creating home-based jobs; 
and (iii) increasing opportunities for job placements. For this project being implemented since May 
2020, the support amounting MNT74,885,830 in total was provided to total 59 APs, including 23 
from Bayankhoshuu subcenter and 36 from Selbe subcenter for training, equipment and training 
+ equipment.  
 
66. In the reporting period or in the first 7 months of 2022, the Project Team received the 
LARP for the flood protection and drainage of Tolgoit subcenter under Tranche 3 and the list of 
APs likely to be in vulnerable situations were received from the PMO and reviewed the documents 
of a total 54 people, including 52 people already included in the plan and 2 people added later. 
As seen in the documents, 57% of total APs were proved to be eligible for the livelihood support 
program, of which 28% were APs with land title, 28% were vulnerable and without land title. 27 
households out of 37 households participated in the random sampling were interviewed. 3 were 
unreachable and 1 was passed away, so they weren’t interviewed. 41% of these 27 households 
(11 AHs) have income below the living standard, 19% (5 AHs) have disabled family members, 
15% (4 AHs) are single parent and 15% (4 AHs) were elderly-headed households. A total 107 
people live in these households. As a result of the rapid screening of livelihoods, 16 households 
with land title agreed to participate in the detailed survey of livelihoods. The survey result showed 
that 5 of these households are willing to participate in the livelihood support program. The 
remaining 11 agreed to contact later. Out of these 5 households, 1 needs to attend in the make-
up training and increase its current income-source, 1 needs attend in the English language course 
and be able to find a job, 1 out of 3 households need attend in management training and the 
remaining 2 need to purchase welding machine, airconditioner and dryer and increase their 
current income source.  
 
67. During the reporting period, only the livelihood survey was conducted and no support or 
assistance was provided yet. 
 
3.7 Grievance Cases Handled 
 
68. During the reporting period, a total of 29 grievances received at all tranche level, of which 
2 were subject to Tranche 3. For example,1 was complaint (male complainant) and 1 was request 
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(female complainant) as for Tolgoit subcenter. Out of these, 1 was resolved in favor of the 
complainant, and the response of “not possible to accept the request” has been sent. 
 
69. On 12 May 2022, one AP from the flood protection drainage who has 9 children aged 1-
18 and currently pregnant and whose assets are valued but not compensated yet requested to 
be placed in temporary housing until he/she receives the compensation payment, because he/she 
needed to move before the compensation payment due to the commencement of construction. 
While the request is being reviewed and decided, the AP informed of directly moving to a new 
location and no need of staying in the temporary housing. The PMO provided the support and 
assisted in moving his/her children and family.  

 
70. 1 AP lodged a complaint on 23 May 2022 requesting the cost spent for levelling its 3 lands 
to be compensated, as he/she had the earth for levelling the land at its own costs and expenses. 
The PIU responded that “not possible to accept the request.” The PIU replied that the property 
valuation cannot be calculated and only the land will be compensated because the photo showing 
the fact having the earth and levelling the land fails to meet the requirements for document 
specfiied in Article 9.1 of the Law on Property Valuation (property valuation report shall be a main 
document containing the value of the property and valuation basis and evidence). The AP 
accepted and was compensated.  

 
71. The Program’s GRM is a system, harmonized with MUB’s grievance redress procedures 
and systems. The system applied to Tranche 1 and Tranche 2 will be applied to Tranche 3 as 
well. Since GADIP is integrated into the MUB’s system, the affected persons can lodge their 
grievances by visiting MUB’s office in-person or submitting the grievance by selecting the most 
convenient channel for him/herself from the given channels to lodge grievance such as short 
message service (SMS), smart UB application, phone, or website of MUB grievance system. 
Within this system, the grievance recipient of MUB will convey it to PMO through a web portal 
where PMO is registered and has access to its designated window where the grievances are 
posted. Although the APs can lodge their grievances using the many options provided by MUB 
grievance system, they also can directly approach the PIU to present their concern, grievance 
and suggestion. Grievances that are submitted to the PIU by telephone are registered by the 
Social Welfare and Gender Specialist of the PIU Safeguards team and presented to the PMO 
coordinator for resolution. Grievances that cannot be resolved within the PMO are referred to the 
relevant agencies at MUB and if still unresolved the grievance will be submitted to the LARWG, 
which is presided by MUB Vice-Mayor. 
 
72. The Resettlement Specialists of the PMO Safeguard team communicates with APs on 
their concern and grievance, and most of the times, resolved them outside the GRM. 40% of the 
APs interviewed were knowledgeable about the grievance redress mechanism and no one 
answered Yes to the question “whether there any complaint, request to claim lodged in relation 
to the LAR implementation and compensation payments.”  
  
3.8 Institutional Arrangements for LARP Implementation 
 
73. During the reporting period, a change made to the structure of the Project Steering 
Committee (PSC). According to the order No. A/322 by Governor of Ulaanbaatar dated 2 March 
2022, the structure of the PSC is changed. According to the change, the PSC staffed with total 
14 personnel and chaired by MUB Vice-Mayor responsible for economic development and PPP 
and appointed the Project Coordinator as secretary. The new structure of the PSC is as follows:  
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Chairperson: 
• MUB Vice-Mayor responsible for economic development and PPP  

Members: 
• Consultant in charge of budget and financial matters of Governor of the capital city 

and Mayor of Ulaanbaatar 
• Head, Development Funding Division, Loan Management Department, Ministry of 

Finance (tentative) 
• Head, Public Services and Engineering Infrastructure Policy Implementation and 

Coordination Department, Ministry of Construction and Urban Development 
(tentative) 

• Head, Policy Planning Department, Ministry of Energy 
• Secretary, National Council for Air and Environment Pollution Reduction  
• Head, Policy Planning Department, Ministry of Road and Transportation 

Development 
• Head, Development Policy and Planning Division, Governors’ Office of the capital 

city 
• Head, Finance and State Treasury Division, Governors’ Office of the capital city 
• Head, Economic Development and PPP Division, Governors’ Office of the capital 

city 
• Head, Monitoring and Evaluation Division, Governors’ Office of the capital city 
• Head, Urban Development Department, Governors’ Office of the capital city 
• Head, Housing Policy Department, Governors’ Office of the capital city 

Secretary  
• GADIP Project Coordinator (with no voting right) 

 
74. In relation to the change in structure of the PSC, head of the Housing Policy Department, 
Governors’ Office of the capital city was appointed as Program Coordinator obligated to manage 
the project performance and to report the project progress and outcome to the PMO on 3 March 
2022 according to the order No. A/317 by MUB Mayor.  
 
75. According to the MOF order issued on 24 August 2020, the PMO structure was approved 
with 27 staff. As of 31 July 2022, the PMO is staffed with 21 full-time qualified and experienced 
officers and engineers. The PMO Safeguards Team with support of an international and national 
LAR consultants and 4 resettlement assistants of the Consultant Team is managing the LARP 
implementation. During the reporting period, two LAR specialists were employed by the PMO and 
two resettlement assistants from the Consultant Team were sitting at the PMO to support the day-
to-day operations of the LAR. According to the household survey, the PMO Resettlement 
specialists reported the foremost interacted persons with the APs. Total 22 APs interviewed 
(95.7%) in Tolgoit subcenter responded that they met and consulted with the PMO Resettlement 
specialists (Table 3.12). 

 
76. Following up the joint meeting held on 8 June 2021 with parties, ADB, LMA, PMO, and 
Consultant team, Land Relations Department of the Chingeltei District has stationed in the Selbe 
Business Incubator Center and a vehicle was provided to LMA to support daily operations as the 
projects with significant LAR impact like GADIP drastically increase their workload. 

 
77. According to the recommendation No. 22/03 by the PSC dated 4 April 2022, the following 
several recommendations relating to the project activities were submitted to the PMO:  
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• To transfer the land acquisition of construction of 3.1 km road from Tolgoit to Orbit 
to the LMA of the capital city and have it to secure the funding required in 2022 
budget;  

• To, jointly with NOSK LLC, assist APs without land title from the new subcenter to 
apply for rent-to own housing program based on the work guideline to allocate land 
to people without land certificate or offer housing for target group of GADIP by 
MUB Vice Mayor dated 20 September 2019; 

• With the support of LMA of the capital city, to register the location of land allocated 
to 116 people according to the ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement on west side of 
the ger area of Moringyn Davaa, 10th Khoroo, Khan- Uul District; 

•  To present potential residents of 20 residential buildings of the Affordable Housing 
Project constructed in 8th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District, to Citizens 
Representatives’ Khural of Ulaanbaatar for review and resolution;  

• Draft comments on the contract amendments in relation to the price raise and 
present funding sources to investor.  
 

78. No information on the implementation of the PSC’s recommendations was included in the 
semi-annual report of the PMO.   
 

Table 3.12: Agencies Consulted with APs on LAR Issues 

 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit, flood protection drainage 

Count Column N % 

Consulted with PMO staff Yes 22 95.7% 
No 1 4.3% 

Consulted with LMA officer  Yes 17 73.9% 
No 6 26.1% 

Consulted with EME specialist Yes 4 17.4% 
No 19 82.6% 

Consulted LSP specialist  Yes 7 30.4% 
No 16 69.6% 

Consulted with Valuation Expert  Yes 17 73.9% 
No 6 26.1% 

Consulted with NGO staff  Yes 0 0.0% 
No 23 100.0% 

Consulted with other specialists  Yes 0 0.0% 
No 23 100.0% 

Not remember well  Yes 15 65.2% 
No 8 34.8% 

            Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022.  

 
CHAPTER 4. SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF LAND ACQUISITION AND RESETTLEMENT 
 

79. Information of Tolgoit subcenter: 28 AHs with land title and 16 co-residents of Tolgoit 
subcenter were fully affected, i.e., physically displaced and resettled in a new location. Adverse 
impact on their livelihoods were not observed as the affected land were widely used for residential 
purposes for the AHs covered by a household interview in the reporting period. The APs were 
fully compensated on loss of property, i.e., affected land, residential immovable property, non-
residential property, any improvements made on the land and green facilities, in accordance with 
the ADB’s Safeguard Policy requirements. In addition to the compensation for lost land, assets, 
and business income, transitional assistance allowance of MNT300,000 per month for up to 6 
months until the households find a new residential place and settle down, has been paid to the 
fully AHs regardless of land title and moving expense of MNT250,000 have been paid to each 
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fully affected household. However, 17 APs confirmed they had received transitional assistance, 
the remaining 8 APs (32%) did not know whether they had received it or not. 
 
80. This chapter aims at analyzing whether the measures, implementation structure and 
mechanism specified in the LARP were able to achieve the goals of enhancing, or at least 
restoring the livelihoods of all displaced persons, based on the findings of the household survey 
carried out interviewing 25 households. Of all the APs participated in the household survey, 60% 
were head of the household and 80% were men and 20% were women. Regarding to the question 
"What kind of loss of assets did land acquisition and resettlement cause to you/your household?", 
68% of APs interviewed responded that they lost their land and after the LAR, 63.6% (14 AHs) 
lived in ger area and 36.4% (8 AHs) was resettled in apartment houses (see Table 4.1). Following 
the land acquisition, 10 of 14 AHs who lived in ger area acquired the land with title and other 
households renting land or house, settling temporary in other’s land plot for free or temporary 
renting khashaa while waiting the completion date of a move into a new apartment (see Appendix 
5, Table 1.11). 2 out of 24 households participated in the household survey had co-residents and 
an adult child who is not a co-owner or child who is co-owner is still living together even after the 
LAR (see Table 4.2 ). 
 
81. Average size of land plot of 14 AHs with land tenure/possession rights who are fully 
affected and lived in ger area was 407 m2 before the land acquisition and increased to 597 m2 in 
average after the land acquisition (see Appendix 5). The fully affected AHs with land tenure rights 
are more satisfied with their post-resettlement changes in their living conditions, especially 3 AHs 
who bought an apartment with the received compensation, 1 AH bought an apartment with the 
received compensation by adding money from other sources and 1 AH who bought an apartment 
with down-payment mortgage, which was covered by the received compensation (Table 1.12, 
Appendix 5).  
 

Table 4.1: Resettled Land after the LAR (by previous land title) 
If fully affected, where 
resettled 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N 
% 

Count Column N 
% 

Count Column N 
% 

 In ger area 8 57.1% 6 75.0% 14 63.6% 
In apartment 6 42.9% 2 25.0% 8 36.4% 

Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 22 100.0% 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
Table 4.2: Whether Fully Affected Households with Land Title Living in Ger Area 

still have Co-Resident Household 

Do you currently have 
any coresident 
household living in your 
khashaa and/or 
apartment? 
If answered Yes, what 
is your relationship to 
that household? 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit  

If fully affected, where resettled  

In ger area  

If living in ger area, land title of current khashaa 

Ownership  
Possession 15 

years  
Possession 5 

years Total  

Number  % Number % Number % Number % 

 Yes 1 20.0% 1 20.0% 0 0.0% 2 20.0% 

No  4 80.0% 4 80.0% 0 0.0% 8 80.0% 

Total 5 100.0% 5 100.0% 0 0.0% 10 100.0% 
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Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
82. Through the household survey, information was collected on the living conditions of 25 
affected households after relocation. Total of the surveyed households 20% were female-headed 
households, and 28% were headed by elderly, and 2 households belonged to the lowest income 
group, however, these two respondents reported that they never received the food stamp support. 
Apparently, the member of these households never heard information about food stamp support 
before. The EMET member gave brief information on the issue to them. 16%(4 AHs) of all 
surveyed households applied for the livelihood support program, and 12% (3 AHs) applied for 
rent-to-own housing. Household size of the surveyed AHs was an average of 3 household 
members, the total dependency ratio is higher than the national dependency ratio 54.8 of 
Mongolia. Children under 18 years of age constitute 38.2% , old people 9.8% and able-bodied, 
working age adults 83.9% of the APs. 
 

Table 4.3: Vulnerability of AH 

 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit 

Count Column N % 

Head of the 
household is 

Elderly 7 28.0% 
Disabled 0 0.0% 
Single parent (with children under 18) 0 0.0% 
Female 5 20.0% 
None of the above 13 52.0% 
Total 25 100.0% 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do you currently have 
any coresident 
household living in your 
khashaa and/or 
apartment? 
If answered Yes, what 
is your relationship to 
that household? 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit  

If fully affected, where resettled  

In ger area  

If living in ger area, land title of current khashaa 

Ownership  
Possession 15 

years  
Possession 5 

years Total  

Number  % Number % Number % Number % 

 Co-ownership/name 
is listed in the 
certificate 

0 0.0% 1 100.0% 0 0.0% 1 50.0% 

Renter  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Relatives, friends 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Not related 
household 

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

An adult child who is 
not a co-owner 

1 100.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 50.0% 

Parents or in-laws 
who are not a co-
owners 

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Other  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Total 1 100.0% 1 100.0% 0 0.0% 2 100.0% 
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Table 4.4: Demographics of AHs 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022 

 
4.1 Changes in Living Condition and Livelihood of APs 
 

83. According to the household survey findings, it is concluded that the Program’s land 
acquisition did not affect adversely the livelihoods of the affected households, regardless of their 
land title. 52% of the total AHs interviewed in the household survey in Tolgoit subcenter expressed 
that their livelihood is improved and 48% answered no change. In addition, 47.11% (8 AHs) with 
land title and 62.5% (5 AHs) without land title of the fully affected households responded that their 
livelihoods and well-being had improved after the LAR (see Table 4.5). 
 

Table 4.5: Changes in Livelihoods of Households After LAR (by land title) 

How your well-being 
and living condition 
changed after being 
affected by LAR? 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit 

With land title Without land title Total  

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Improved  8 47.112% 5 62.5% 13 52.0% 
Unchanged  9 52.9% 3 37.5% 12 48.0% 
Worsened  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total  17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

      Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 

84. Average size of land plot of 14 AHs with land tenure/possession rights who are fully 
affected and lived in ger area was 407 m2 before the land acquisition and increased to 597 m2 in 
average after the land acquisition (seeTable 4.6). The fully affected AHs with land tenure rights 
are more satisfied with their post-resettlement changes in their living conditions, especially 3 AHs 
who bought an apartment with the received compensation, 1 AH bought an apartment with the 
received compensation by adding money from other sources and 1 AH who bought an apartment 
with down-payment mortgage, which was covered by the received compensation (see Table 1.12, 
Appendix 5).  
 
Table 4.6: Size of the Land of Fully Affected Households Who Live in Ger Area After LAR 

 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit  

In ger area 

Fully affected households 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Size of the land before LAR, by m2 14 603 278 407 
Size of the current land, by m2 14 1248 0 597 

 

85. 8 AHs out of total 14 fully AHs with land tenure rights surveyed in the household survey 
resettled in ger areas and 6 AHs moved to apartments with ownership. 6 AHs out of total 8 fully 

 Tolgoit 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean Sum 

Total members in the AH 25 7 1 3 81 
Children under 18 25 5 0 1 31 
Members who require permanent care and 
treatment 

25 0 0 0 0 

Members with disabilities 25 0 0 0 0 
Elderly 25 2 0 0 8 
Able-bodied, working-age adults 25 3 0 2 43 
Employment of family members 25 4 1 3 68 
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AHs without land title had resettled in ger areas and 2 AHs had moved to apartments with 
ownership.  
 

Table 4.7: Ownership of Land and Apartment 
(by resettled land plot) After the Land Acquisition and Previous Ownership 

 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit 

With land title Without land title 

If fully affected, where resettled If fully affected, where resettled 

In ger area In apartment In ger area In apartment 

Count Column 
N % 

Count Column 
N % 

Count Column 
N % 

Count Column 
N % 

On whose name is 
the certificate of 
ownership and/or 
possession of land 
and/or apartment 
you live registered 

Single 
ownership 

5 62.5% 6 100.0% 4 66.7% 2 100.0% 

Joint 
ownership 

3 37.5% 0 0.0% 2 33.3% 0 0.0% 

Total  8 100.0% 6 100.0% 6 100.0% 2 100.0% 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 

86. Out of a total of the surveyed households, 52% are vulnerable, 28% are elderly-headed 

and 20% are female-headed households (See Table 2.4, Appendix 5). 38.5% of non-vulnerable 
households responded that their livelihoods are improved after the land acquisition, 61.5% 
concluded that unchanged. 4 elderly-headed AHs (57.1%) surveyed expressed that their 
livelihoods are improved and 3 AHs (42.9%) said unchanged. In addition, 20% of APs surveyed 
are women and 80% reported that their livelihoods are improved and 20% reported unchanged, 
respectively (see Table 2.8, Appendix 5). 
 
87. All respondents interviewed who has land title on the affected land plots used their land 
solely for residential purposes, therefore changes in housing condition and property ownership 
were the key indicators of the monitoring of LAR impacts on living standards and livelihoods of 
the physically displaced persons. More than half of the surveyed APs (62.5%) reported that 
housing condition had improved after resettlement. 62.5% of AHs (5 AHs) living in apartment after 
the LAR reported that their housing conditions improved while 21.4% (3 AHs) living in ger area 
consider that their housing conditions improved and 78.6% (11 AHs) responded unchanged. 
Moreover, no-household reported that any changes in water supply, heat or electricity service or 
worsened or difficulty in accessing to social services. 
 

Table 4.8: Changes in Housing Conditions and Livelihoods of Households After LAR 

 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit  

If fully affected, where resettled 

In ger area In apartment  

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 
Housing condition 

Improved  3 21.4% 5 62.5% 
Unchanged  11 78.6% 3 37.5% 
Worsened  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total  14 100.0% 8 100.0% 

 Water supply Improved 2 14.3% 5 62.5% 
Unchanged  12 85.7% 3 37.5% 
Worsened  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 

Heat and electricity 
supply 

Improved 2 14.3% 5 62.5% 
Unchanged  12 85.7% 3 37.5% 
Worsened  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 
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Subcenter  

Tolgoit  

If fully affected, where resettled 

In ger area In apartment  

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

Health and medical 
services (access) 

Came close 1 7.1% 5 62.5% 
Unchanged 13 92.9% 3 37.5% 
Got far away 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 

Children’s school Came close 0 0.0% 4 50.0% 
Unchanged 14 100.0% 4 50.0% 
Got far away 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 

Public transport Came close 5 35.7% 5 62.5% 
Unchanged  9 64.3% 3 37.5% 
Got far away 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total  14 100.0% 8 100.0% 

Jobs  Increased  0 0.0% 3 37.5% 
Unchanged 14 100.0% 5 62.5% 
Reduced  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 

Employment  Improved  0 0.0% 1 12.5% 
Unchanged  14 100.0% 7 87.5% 
Worsened  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 

          Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022 

 
88. The APs moved to live in apartments, have benefited more through living closer to the 
downtown residential areas, compared to the APs, who continue to live in ger areas. For instance, 
a distance from the current residence area to the city center is an average 8 km for the APs, who 
continue to live in ger areas and 4 km for the APs who moved into apartments (see Table below).  
 

Table 4.9: Relocation Site Distance to the City Center (by km) 
 

 

Subcenter  

Tolgoit  

If fully affected, where resettled 

In ger area In apartment  

Count Maximum Mean Count Maximum Mean 

Distance to the city center (by km) 14 11 8 8 8 4 
Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
89. Gender impacts of land acquisition and resettlement on women. The purpose of the 
gendered effects of resettlement is to clarify (i) whether men and women were treated equally in 
land acquisition and resettlement process, (ii) whether the entitlements provided in the LARP 
adequately address the needs of women and girls, (iii) whether women’s land tenure and property 
rights were adversely affected, and (iv) whether living standard and livelihood of women and girls 
have worsened after land acquisition and resettlement. Generally, women in society experience 
disadvantages because of their lower status and their social roles and responsibilities accustomed 
by tradition, especially in private sphere. There is risk that women and girls might be more 
exposed and vulnerable to LAR impacts because of their disadvantaged status. 
 
90. EMET has undertaken a gender impact analysis to determine how land acquisition is 

impacting people differently based on the gender, and gender impact analysis is presented in 

this section based on the findings of the household survey, which has covered a total 25 
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AHs. Out of a total APs interviewed (11 AHs), 44% were female, of which 3 AHs were headed by 
women.   
 

Table 4.10: Respondent sex 

 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit 

Count Column N 
% 

Respondent sex Male  14 56.0% 

Female  11 44.0% 

Total  25 100.0% 
 

Table 4.11: Head of the household, by respondent sex  

 

Subcenter 

Tolgoit 

Head of the 
household 

Not head of the 
household 

Count Column 
N % 

Count Column 
N % 

Respondent sex Male  12 80.0% 2 20.0% 

Female  3 20.0% 8 80.0% 

Total  15 100.0% 10 100.0% 
 

Source: Household survey, EMET, August 2022. 

 
91. Regardless of their gender, all survey respondents supported the constructiton of flood 
protection channel and expressed that they are willing to vacate their lands. Accordingly, the land 
acquisition carried out without any barrier or difficulty. All 25 AHs responded NO to the question 
Did you face any difficulties because of being affected by the land acquisition? During the 
individual meetings, the APs expressed their hope that development of these planned 
infrastructure and social structures will eliminate air pollution which reaches to very serious level 
during winter months and not only individuals who live nearby but also all residents of Ulaanbaatar 
city will benefit. 
 
92. Out of total 5 women surveyed, 33.3% (1 AP) are partially affected and 18.2% (4 AP) are 
fully affected (see Table 2.5, Appendix 5). 80% of women participated in the survey responded 
that their living conditions are improved due to the land acquisition and 20% responded 
unchanged (see Table 2.8, Appendix 5). As women manage daily life of their families and decide 
their children’s meal and education needs, women’s opinion is more important, in terms of well-
being of the household.  
 
93. The household survey reveals that sex of the AHs significanty depended on land and 
property ownership/possession. For male and female-headed households surveyed, notable 
difference in the land and property ownership/possession and status is observed. Total 12 AHs 
(80%) of male-headed households and 3 AHs (20%) of female-headed households either owned 
or possessed the land affected (see Table 2.3, Appendix 5). In terms of the registration of land 
and apartment ownership entitlements on single person’s name, 50% of the total AHs surveyed 
are male and 50% are female (see Table 1.16, Appendix 5).  
 
94. The importance of women’s ownership and control of assets has long been recognized 

as a key element of the empowerment of women. Women’s ownership of assets is positively 

associated with a number of important development outcomes for the household, including 

food security, child nutrition and education, reduction in vulnerability and poverty when the 

household dissolves and increased bargaining power in the household. Ownership or land 

tenure rights could be measured by three proxies:11 
• Having own name on a legally recognized document; 
• Having right to sell; 

 
11 НҮБ, 2019, Эд хөрөнгийн өмчлөлийг жендерийн талаас нь шинжилж статистик тоо баримт гаргах удирдамж, 

хуудас 109 
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• Having the right to bequeath. 
 

95. Based on the findings of the household survey and individual meetings with the APs, 
it can be concluded that men and women are treated equally in the land acquisition process 
of the Program. All men and women were informed and consulted on LARP and public 
information disclosure and consultation meetings were open to all interested APs, including men 
and women, young and old, with land title and without land title, property owners and non-owners. 
There are no entitlements that are specific to men or women. All APs were compensated for 
loss of land and assets regardless of age, sex and land tenure rights.   
 

CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
96. The land acquisition and resettlement for the subcenter development activities under the 
Tranche 3 of the Program is being implemented in accordance with the “Land Acquisition and 
Resettlement Plan (LARP), which has been developed in compliance with the “Land Acquisition 
and Resettlement Framework” (LARF), that was approved in March 2020. 
 
97. During the EME reporting period, LARP was developed and approved for Tolgoit 
subcenter and total 45 households vacated their land. 
 
98. Overall LARP implementation is satisfactory. AHs affected land, houses, structures and 
other income sources have been enumerated and compensated fairly. The ADB Safeguard Policy 
Statement requirements for involuntary resettlement and the principles adopted for the project 
were followed. All compensations, assistance and benefits adopted in the proposed entitlements 
matrix were provided, to the APs, and all APs interviewed except the one reported that they 
received benefits that they were entitled prior to move. The AP, who informed he did not receive 
compensation prior to moving, clarified that he did not know when exactly the compensation 
money went into his account, and how much money he received for which type of losses.   
 
99. Overall LARP implementation is satisfactory. AHs affected land, houses, structures and 
other income sources have been enumerated and compensated fairly. The ADB Safeguard Policy 
Statement requirements for involuntary resettlement and the principles adopted for the project 
were followed. All compensations, assistance and benefits adopted in the proposed entitlements 
matrix were provided, to the APs, and all APs interviewed reported that they received benefits 
that they were entitled prior to move. Such is confirmed by the PIU’s internal monitoring report. It 
can be concluded that the meetings and information dissemination procedure organized by the 
PMO and Consultation Team were accessible where 96% of the APs surveyed responded that 
they have knowledge about the LAR. However, the APs need to increase knowledge about 
grievance redress mechanism, as 60% of the interviewed APs (15 Aps) reported they did not 
know about such mechanism. The APs had adequate knowledge about their entitlements. 80% 
or 20 Aps surveyed reported they know their entitlements. When asked whether they receive 
Transitional Assistance, 12 APs (48%) out of 25 APs interviewed confirmed that they had received 
transitional assistance in cash and the remaining 13 APs (52%) responded that they did not 
receive. 
 
100. 48% or 12 APs surveyed responded that they have no idea how their assets were 
evaluated. Therefore, more information on entitlements matrix is required to be introduced to the 
APs. 
 
101. 6 out of 16 co-resident households without land title are applied for public apartment. 
PMO’s internal monitoring report does not say anything about relocation status of other co-
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resident households and there is no information in this regard. The PMO is advised to include 
such information in the next internal monitoring report of PMO.  
 
102. The PMO Safeguards Team is managing the implementation of the LAR. During the 
reporting period, the safeguards team consisted of two LAR specialists. One international 
consultant, one national consultant, four land acquisition and resettlement assistants of the LAR 
consultancy team provided support to the PMO’s safeguards team to provide CS-02 project 
implementation support. The PMO’s safeguards team is fully equipped with necessary equipment 
and work place.   
 
103. Moreover, TOR of the EMET requires at least randomly selected 20% of all AHs affected 
by linear projects such as road and infrastructure network to be covered in monitoring. When 
majority of affected persons are fully affected and relocated, the small sample size fell short to 
capture comprehensive picture of post-resettlement livelihood of AHs. As such was made clear 
during previous reports of the EME, 25 AHs out of total eligible AHs or 55.5% of 45 AHs who were 
compensated during the reporting period were interviewed.  

 
104. As the household survey showed, there is a need of reminding the existing GRM to the 
APs during consultations, periodic organizing activities at the project site, to ensure the APs are 
aware of that there is a support line to address their concerns. 

 
105. There is no information mentioned about the implementation of the recommendation No. 
22/03 by the Project Steering Committee dated 4 April 2022 in the first half year’s report of the 
PMO. It is advised to PMO to include such information in the PMO further report. 
 
106. Eight (8 or32%) respondents to the household survey informed that they did not know 
whether they had received transitional assistance, which indicates that the affected persons have 
little understanding on this issue, and that the affected persons are not aware of any types of 
assistance other than compensation for lost properties, such as transitional and moving 
assistance. PMO needs to provide complete information to the APs in an understandable way to 
them.  
 
Recommendations:  

• There were several incidents where households who have dog in their khashaa 
leaving their dog unsupervised (alone) (except one family) when moved caused 
considerable trouble to their neigbours. Please see the minutes of meeting with 
unit leaders of 1st Khoroo in Appendix 3. Therefore, warn households moving about 
it in advance and remind them that they need to leave their dog with someone else 
before moving.  

• More attention should be paid to are cleaning after the AHs moved. In this regard, 
responsibilities of APs should be increased.  

• Contractor needs to cover with a net or partition the embankment sections 
alllowing people to freely and safely move around. Residents and relevant 
agencies should be aware of the risk where children might fall both during day and 
night times.  
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APPENDIX 1: TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE EXTERNAL MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION 

 
External Land Acquisition and Resettlement Monitoring and Evaluation 

 
Background 
 
1. Ulaanbaatar city is home to more than 1.4 million people. The city’s core largely comprises 
of apartment blocks served by comprehensive utility services, including district heating, piped 
water supply, and waste water collection and treatment. Surrounding the core is a vast and low-
density peri-urban area (so-called ger areas) with poor infrastructure that accommodates about 
60% of the city’s population (about 840,000 inhabitants).1 Ger areas have spread and expanded 
through successive waves of migration.2 These low-and medium-income house hold settlements 
are characterized by loosely aligned plots, creating irregular path ways that remain unpaved.3 
The majority of households have land tenure. A lack of basic urban services affects the ger area 
residents' health and living conditions through (i) severe air pollution generated by unimproved 
individual coal stoves used by the majority of residents during winter;4 (ii) poor sanitation from 
almost exclusive reliance on open pit latrines; (iii) poor solid waste collection; (iv) limited access 
to portable water (supplied by water kiosks);5 and (v) traffic congestion caused by unmanaged 
road network. Finally, ger areas have a critical lack of public space, public facilities, commercial 
areas, and economic opportunities. 
 
2. Investment program. On 12 December 2013, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
approved the Ulaanbaatar Urban Services and Ger Areas Development Investment Program 
(GADIP) using the multi-tranche financing facility (MFF) modality. The program's framework 
financing agreement (FFA) was signed on 9 December 2013 and ratified by the Mongolian 
Parliament on 23 May 2014. The program supports the Ulaanbaatar city master plan in upgrading 
priority services and developing economic hubs (subcenters) in ger areas. The implementation 
period is 9 years (December 2013–December 2022) and comprises of three tranches. The 
program is geographically targeted with multisector interventions. Responding to the urgent 
demand for basic urban services and the ongoing densification, it proposes an integrated solution 
to initiate a redevelopment process in ger areas and develop urban subcenters as catalysts for 
growth. Improving infrastructure within the ger area subcenters is critical for the city’s inclusive 
development. Better urban planning combined with infrastructure along priority roads will initiate 
the structural change of subcenters. This will (i) improve residents’ access to basic urban services, 
public space, and socioeconomic facilities; (ii) support local economic development; (iii) allow 
residents and businesses to take advantage of urban economies; and (iv) provide better housing 
options. The changes in land use and urban density will improve efficiency and financial 
sustainability of water, sanitation, and heating services delivery. The first tranche is financing 
priority infrastructure, facilities, and capacity building to develop the Selbe and Bayankhoshuu 
subcenters. The second and third tranche will finance additional investments in subcenters under 
tranche 1, and extend investments in priority infrastructure, public facilities, and capacity building 

 
1 Almost 56% of the ger area population lives in solid houses and 44% lives in traditional gers area. 
2 Since 2010, the estimated average population growth in ger areas was 25,000 inhabitants per year. This represents 

more than alf of the city’s 3.8% annual growth rate. If this trend continues,the population of the ger areas will grow 
by 250,000 over the next 10years, fueled by both in-migration and natural growth. 

3 The average household monthly income In ger s is $380. 
4 In winter, the rate per cubic meter(m3) of particulate matter smaller than 2.5 micrometers is seven times higher than 

what is allowed by the WHO.Winter in Mongolia lasts up to 5 months. 
5 Water consumption in ger areas is 8–10 liters per capita per day (more than half the recommended minimum by the 

WHO in similar contexts). Residents pay 2 –10 times more than non-ger area residents. 
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to develop Denjiin Myanga and Dambadarjaa subcenters (tranche 2), and Tolgoit and Sharkhad 
subcenters (tranche 3), respectively. For more information about the project, including information 
on poverty, social and gender dimensions, environment and resettlement, please refer to the ADB 
website: https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-005/main#project-documents and GADIP website: 
http://www.ub-subcenter.mn/.  
 
3. Project Implementation Arrangements. Municipality of Ulaanbaatar (MUB), the executing 
agency of GADIP, has Planning and Strategic Department that is responsible for coordinating the 
program implementation. Program management office (PMO) has been established under the 
first deputy vice mayor in charge of development policy. A program steering committee, chaired 
by the mayor of Ulaanbaatar and comprised of government officials, has been established to 
provide strategic and policy guidance. Under the PMO, two consultancy services were hired to 
support the implementation of tranche 2, (i) T2-CS01: Consultancy services for detailed 
engineering design and supervision; and (ii) T2-CS02: Consultancy services for institutional 
strengthening and capacity building. 
 
4. The construction of roads and infrastructures, and public facilities in the tranche 2 and 
tranche 3 subcenters of GADIP, Dambadarjaa and DenjiinMyanga (tranche 2), and Tolgoit and 
Sharkhad (tranche 3) are to start from 2021 and the land acquisition and resettlement (LAR) 
activities are starting from 2020. It is vital for GADIP to commence the independent external 
monitoring and evaluation of LAR activities to ensure the compliance of LAR activities with ADB 
Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009, (SPS), especially its requirements on Involuntary 
Resettlement, to protect the rights and interests of the people affected by land acquisition and 
resettlement. This terms of reference (TOR) is prepared for selection and recruitment of 
consultancy services for LAR external monitoring and evaluation. The details of the consultancy 
services are provided in the sections below. 

 
5. Objectives. External monitoring and evaluation (EM) will be conducted to (i) assess the 
effectiveness, impact and sustainability of land acquisition and resettlement activities; (ii) 
determine whether Safeguard compliance has been met; and (iii) learn strategic lessons for future 
policy formulation and planning related to land acquisition and resettlement (LAR). 
 
6. Methodologies. Monitoring methodologies will be, but not limited to, as follows: desk review 
and field visits; use of structured questionnaires; meetings with stakeholders such as departments 
and organizations of Municipality of Ulaanbaatar (MUB), local officials, and affected households, 
and other relevant stakeholders; focus group discussions; and key informant interviews. Separate 
meetings will be held with representatives of women and vulnerable households. Monitoring 
indicators and findings will be disaggregated by gender, if applicable. Households who moved 
outside the ger areas or those who are in temporary housing within or outside the ger areas will 
be covered in the external monitoring. 

 
7. EM need to be carried out for all household (HH) and entities affected by public facilities 
and as well as randomly selected households and entities affected by roads and infrastructures. 
Random sampling should be done at least on 20% of all affected households (AH) and entities. 
Moreover, consultant need to consult with stakeholders involved in LAR implementation such as 
Land Management Agency of MUB, khoroo and kheseg leaders and Capacity building for 
Sustainable Livelihood support in ger areas TRTA team. 

 
8. Scope of work. LAR external monitoring need to be carried out for all subprojects being 
implemented under Tranche 1 and for all packages considered in Tranche 2 and Tranche 3.   
 

https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-005/main#project-documents
http://www.ub-subcenter.mn/
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9. Process and indicators. The EM process will include the following: (i) review and 
verification of the internal monitoring reports of the PMO; (ii) identification and selection of impact 
indicators; (iii) impact assessment through quantitative and qualitative surveys; (iv) consultation 
with local stakeholders; (v) assessment of compliance with local laws, the ADB Safeguard Policy 
Statement (SPS), Resettlement Framework (RF) and the Land Acquisition and Resettlement 
Plans (LARPs); (vi) recommendation of land acquisition process modification and adaptation 
measures; and (vii) lessons learned for future land acquisition and resettlement policy formulation 
and planning. All data collection and analysis will be disaggregated by gender and vulnerability. 
The following are some of the external monitoring key indicators: 

•  Economic status of affected households, including employment, income and 
household assets. This assessment will be done against the pre-project baseline 
information. 

•  Status of vulnerable persons, in terms of food security, household demographics, 
livelihoods and health. This assessment will be done against the pre-project 
baseline information. 

•  Impact of land acquisition on women, children, elderly, the poor and other 
vulnerable groups. This assessment will be done against the pre-project baseline 
information. 

•  Degree of support the AHs received during relocation and in restoring income 
activities and livelihood restoration  

•  Degree of support the vulnerable households received during relocation and in 
restoring income activities and livelihood restoration  

•  Perceptions of affected households regarding the implementation of the land 
acquisition and resettlement process. 

•  Participation and involvement of affected households in LARP implementation. 
•  Effectiveness and fairness of valuation, compensation, assessment and 

disbursement measures. 
•  Implementation and effectiveness of income restoration measures. 
•  Effectiveness and fairness of Grievance Redress Mechanisms (GRM). 
•  Level of satisfaction among affected entities in the post-resettlement period. 
•  Adequacy of LAR funds, their timely availability and results of financial audits. 
•  Level of satisfaction among the AHs in the post-resettlement phase. 
•  Performance of LARP implementing agencies (PMO, Land Management Office, 

project consultants). 
 
10. The EM will also report on any outstanding LAR issues or potential issues and propose 
time-bound action plan in order to resolve them.  
 
11. Reporting and deliverables. EM will be carried out semi-annually during the 
implementation of LARPs. The external monitor will also carry out post-implementation evaluation 
on the basis of the socio-economic baseline surveys within 1 year after the completion of LAR 
activities in each subcenter, to ascertain whether the subproject was able to implement the 
objectives and provisions of the LARP. If the objectives have not been achieved, the EM will 
recommend remedial measures. 
 
12. The consultant is responsible for presenting and delivering good quality outputs including 
work plan, reports, documents and procedures developed under the consultancy service. The 
report need to include separate sections for the 3 tranches and the structure should consult with 
PMO.  
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13. All monitoring reports will be written in English and Mongolian languages. The content and 
format of the report will be prepared by the consultant and discussed and agreed with the PMO 
and ADB. The external monitor will submit monitoring reports to the PMO and ADB within 15 
calendar days after completion of each monitoring activity. The external monitor is also required 
to revise the reports based on comments received from the PMO and ADB and submit the revised 
reports to the PMO and ADB within 10 working days. Deliverables list and deadline is attached in 
Annex 1. Work plan, photos, minutes of meetings, attendance sheets, held with various 
stakeholders will be attached in the reports. Documents obtained during monitoring will also be 
attached as necessary. 

 
14. Consulting services and requirements of qualifications. A national consulting firm or 
team of consultants will be recruited by ADB in accordance with the ADB “Guidelines on the Use 
of Consultants by the Asian Development Bank and its Borrowers” (2013 as amended from time 
to time) using Consultant’s Qualifications Selection (CQS) method. 
 
15. The consulting firm or team must meet the following minimum requirements: 

• Minimum 15 years of experience insocial and research field 
• Key staff with minimum of 10 years’ experiences in LAR planning and 

implementation, and LAR monitoring and evaluation in urban areas, especially ger 
areas 

• Strong verbal and communications skills in both English and Mongolian 
• Strong management skills, human resources and technical capacity to conduct above 

mentioned service. 
 
16. In the proposal, the firm or team must also indicate the proposed staff and qualifications for 
each of positions based on the following minimum requirements: 

• Team leader/LAR expert plans, supervises and manages the team to prepare the 
deliverables. Minimum of 10 years relevant working experience in social field, with 
focus in land acquisition and resettlement, quantitative and qualitative surveys, 
focus group discussions and key informant interviews, monitoring and evaluation 
of land acquisition and resettlement activities, working with ADB or other 
international development financing institutions, working in ger areas, bachelors or 
higher degree in social, land management, urban development, engineering or 
other relevant fields. The team leader must have strong analytical, facilitation, and 
communication skills, and knowledge and application of ADB SPS and its 
Involuntary Resettlement requirements. S/he must be fluent in Mongolian and 
English both oral and written. 

• Social development expert (2 positions) develops necessary documents and 
conducts surveys, discussions and interviews under the instruction of the team 
leader. Minimum 5 years of prior working experience in social development, 
research and community relations/engagement field, working in ger areas, 
bachelors or higher degree in social, land management, urban development, 
engineering or other relevant fields, prior work experiences with land acquisition 
and resettlement activities in ger areas will be an advantage. S/he must have 
strong inter personal and communications skills. 
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APPENDIX 2: WORK PLAN FOR EMR VIII 

 

WORK PLAN      

            2022 он 

No Activities 
July August Sep Oct 

I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV 

1 

Desk study, review and analyze the 
internal monitoring reports and all 
other relevant reports of the PMO 
produced during the reporting period 

            

        

            

2 
Analyze the implementation of 
measures specified in the LARP 

                
    

            

3 Field visits to the project sites /take 
photos of pre and post LAR/ T2, T3 

                  
  

            

4 
Take the household survey using 
SPRO 

                                

4a Dambadarjaa subcenter, HP                                 

4b Dambadarjaa subcenter, road                                 

4c Tolgoit subcenter                                 

5 
Monitor and guide during the data 
collection for the survey                                 

6 Verify and clean the data                                 

7 Prepare the integrated survey data 
tables to be used for Appendix                                  

8 Develop the guidance and discussion 
questions for focus group discussions                                 

9 Organize focus group discussions 
with APs and record the notes                                 

10 Conduct individual meetings with 
business pursuing AHs                                 

11 
Interview key informants, select the 
interviewees, develop the interview 

questions                                 

12 
Prepare meeting notes, registration 
sheets of the participants of the 
meetings                                 

13 Process the report                                 

14 Tranche 2                                 

15 Tranche 3                                 

16 
Edit the external monitoring and 
evaluation report #4 /Mongolian/                                 

17 Translate the report                                 

18 
Edit the external monitoring and 
evaluation report #4 /English/                                 

19 
Send the report electronically for 
comments                         As needed 

20 
Improve and modify the reports based 
on the comments                          As needed 

21 
Print and prepare the report, send a 
formal letter and invoice to PMO                                  

22 Payment settlement                                 
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APPENDIX 3: QUALITATIVE SURVEY INFORMATION 
 

1. Notes of the Meetings Held with the Affected Persons 
 
SKHD, 1st khoroo, 47-22 none title holder  
The family is the non-title holder and is registered in mother’s name at khoroo office. It consists 
of 5. They have lived on this plot since 2014. Unemployed. Adult children have seasonal work. 
There was a wooden house and a shed in the plot. The AP said that they received the 
compenation in September, 2022 and vacated the land just after receiving the money. Now, they 
live in Chingeltei district and nothing to say. No complaints. 
 
SKHD, 1st khoroo, 47-22, resident/not affected 
There are 4 members in the family, parents and two children. We have been living on this 350 m2 
land for 3 years. Even though we live next to Amarzaya, which is affected by the project and 
moved, we are not affected. No one from the project office came to meet us. In recent years, the 
water has flowed in, and I have not been able to build the fence. We informed the khoroo many 
times, but they warned us not to build any structure on the plot as the flood protection will be 
constructed by ADB project. Our front fence has collapsed. This summer, the contractor removed 
some dirt from the area near the fence, and just after that, the fence collapsed completly. Even 
though we asked them to pour some dirt on the sunken part, the contractor did not listen to us. 
Our children are small, thus I am worried about falling down into this hole during the construction. 
Please tell the related people to pull proper green safety net. Otherwise, someone might be hurt. 
I think we better have a fence after the project.     
 

  
 
 
SKHD, 1st khoroo, Tolgoit 38-521 title holder 
Family of 4. The AP lives with a spouse, a son, and a grandchild. The family was affected by the 
project fully and lost 700 m2 of possessed land. It has been compensated for land, house, latrine, 
and garden and received a total of MNT79 million as compensation for the affected assets in early 
Jule. Family income consists of the spouse’s pension and the salary of the head of the family. 
“We were fully informed about the land acquisition and satisfied with the amount of compensation 
received. We bought a 1-room apartment in Amar town in KHD with the compensation money. 
No taxes were deducted from our compensation. We were planting delicate vegetables on the 
affected plot for our family's needs. Now, I would like to continue planting vegetables on my son’s 
plot too. I am very grateful for the project and have no requests. Our life condition very much 
improved.” 
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Current apartment of the AP in Khan-Uul district, 16 khoroo, Amar town. 

 
2. Notes of the Face-to-Face Meetings with the Key Informants 
 
LAR specialist, PMO 
In the first half of the year, we worked on LAR of the Tolgoit flood protection and drainage sub-
project of Tranche 3 only. For those, who are unlicensed, entitlement for the loss of land is only 
offered for the rent-to-own houses. No more land will be allocated in the Moringiin davaa location. 
Generally, if the AP wants to get replacement land for the affected land, then we will allocate it in 
Moringiin davaa. That is the decision made by our PMO and consultants. Now, we prepare and 
conclude the contract with APs and then submit them to LAM for approval. After approval, we 
take them back from LMA and give them to the PMO finance department. They prepare all related 
financial documents and transfer the money to the APs’ accounts. I do not know how many steps 
they do to pay the compensation. Compensation money is paid from the loan which is in the 
Ministry of Finance. For Sharkhad a subcenter, no LAR has been done within this reporting time. 
We took a socio-economic survey from the potential APs in Sharkhad subcenter only. There is an 
affected person in Tolgoit subproject who is dependent on alcohol and causing problems. She is 
a single mother, and the family is registered in the khoroo in the her name. They received the 
compensation but spent the all money for other purposes. We never met the mother not drunk, 
so we decided to conclude the contract with her as well as the adult son. The compensation was 
transffered to their joint bank account, however, the mother took the money and spent the most 
of it on other things rather than that moving to another place.  
 
Finance specialist, PMO 
We receive the signed and approved LMA contracts prepared by our LAR specialists, and then 
go through almost 30 steps to pay compensation to the APs. Too many steps. At first, the 3 
departments of the MUB should approve the materials, then we get them back and prepare the 
financial materials to send to the MF. Since 9 July 2021, we pay compensation payments from 
the loan budget starting from the Dambadarjaa subcenter. The payment process in 2021 and 
2022 is different, so it is better to show it in the chart.  
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19 working days in total 

 

28 working days in total 
 

The following example shows how the PMO, MUB, and MF review and confirm any payment in 
the Odamis system at the same time as paper confirmation, and how they are recorded in the 
system. 
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As of the first half year of 2022, compensation of MNT1.27 billion was paid for a total of 23 citizens. 
According to the recommendation of the National Audit Office in the Audit of the 2021 financial 
report of MUB, compensation from the loan funds shall not be issued through the capital city’s 
investment account, thus starting in 2022, it was unable to make payments for citizens through 
the State fund of the MUB in simpler ways. In this regard, PMO sent requests many times to MUB 
and the MF, however always received objections. Although the compensation payment period for 
citizens is longer, the payments are being paid to the APs. 
 
Land officer, Land acquisition division, LMA  
I worked on LAR of the flood protection project of the Tolgoit subcenter financed by the ADB in 
the first months of 2022. All APs received and vacated the lands. LAR is done within this project. 
However, 1 AP who received the compensation did not move. We will pay attention to this family. 
No other issues in this project. 
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Head of the second section, SKHD, 1st khoroo office  
6 families from our 2nd section of our khoroo were affected by the project. All families are received 
their compensation, and moved and all have changed their addresses to the new locations. When 
I contacted the residents, some of them said that they bought apartments, and some said they 
bought the land. For example, Davaa's family from street 38-521 bought an apartment. There 
were no complaints from citizens regarding the land acquisition. Some residents said that it was 
shaking houses because of the heavy machinery. But it's temporary, so it's not a big deal. The 
problem is that when households moved, they left their dogs in the empty plots. Even 1 household 
left a dog on a leash. It needs to agree with the affected people before LAR what they will do with 
their dogs, whether they take them or leave them on the plot. Otherwise, it might cause big 
problems for the rest of the residents. 
 
Head of the third section, SKHD, 1st khoroo office  
Many families in our 14th and 15th streets were affected by the project. None of the complainants, 
instead they were happy with the project. However, there were big problems such as many 
garbage were on the plots left, especially, some of the left their dogs without control. The dogs 
roamed the streets and made the children afraid. We will pay attention to this issue in the future. 
After LAR, I contacted some of the APs, and 1 person told me that the khoroo administration of 
his new location does not work properly and that khoroo has too much garbages in the street. 
Last of the APs moved in November 2022. I think all of them received their compensation.  
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APPENDIX 4: NOTES OF THE CONSULTATION MEETINGS WHERE PARTICIPATED 
MEMBERS OF EMET 

 

NOTE OF A NEGOTIATION MEETING  
 
On May 12, 2022, the external monitoring team member participated in a consultation meeting 
with the affected people of the flood protection and drainage to be built in the Tolgoit subcenter 
within the framework of Tranche 3 which was organized by PMO. Since 9 May, the negotiation 
process has started with a total of 54 households of 37 land parcels in the Bayankhoshuu sub 
center’s Business incubator center. As of 12 May 2022, 30 households out of 54 have negotiated 
and made contracts with PMO. Negotiation pages were approved by the AP and PMO specialists 
at first, then the land officer and the head of the land acquisition division of LMA, and the financial 
departments of LMA approved the pages. Then, the contract of taking back land with the 
compensation will be approved by the AP, land officer, PMO specialists, Head of the LMA and 
the project coordinator of GADIP. 
 
The APs said that they received information about the project as well as the land acquisition and 
resettlement of the project from August 2021. August 30 2021 has been set as the cut-off date for 
the project and the notification has been handed out to all the potential APs. A Census of the 
inventory of the affected assets was carried out in September 2021, and property appraisals were 
carried out in April 2022 by the certified appraisers of Fine stimate LLC. The affected 1 m2 land 
was valued at MNT60,000 as the market value of that location. 
 
It is noted that during the consultation, the LAR specialists of the PMO presented the ADB’s 
safeguard requirements, and reminded them to relocate after receiving 100% of the 
compensation. One thing that caught my attention was the ”Safety recommendation during 
relocation” handed to the fully affected persons. This recommendation was prepared by the safety 
engineer of the PMO and gives information on how to prepare for the relocation, and relocate 
without any injures during the moving. I think it will help to protect the APs from any accidental 
injuries. Moreover, the APs were also reminded not to leave their pets especially their dogs. In 
EMR III and IV, it was mentioned that there were quite a few APs who prioritized the occupational 
safety issue over the compensation.   
 
Photos of the meeting 
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Safety recommendation during relocation The contract should be signed and confirmed by the 3 
parties. 

 
 
 
 
Participated in the meeting: 
 
 

 
D. Purevsuren 
Urban Future Planning Consultancy LLC 
Team leader of the External Monitoring and Evaluation Team 
12 May 2022 
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NOTE OF A CONSULTATION MEETING 
 

On May 14, 2022, B. Nandintsetseg, the external monitoring team member participated in 3 
consultation meetings organized in Tolgoit subcenter where participated 191 residents from 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, and 11th khoroo of the Songinokhairkhan district, who were affected by the flood 
protection, and drainage sub-project. The meetings were held in Citizen’s hall of the 1st khoroo.  
In these meetings, the section leaders of the 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 11 khoroos, the specialists from 
PMO and LMA attended and information about the project activities as well as ADB’s SPS was 
given in detail to the participants. During the meetings, surveys were taken from the residents, 
and answers to the questions raised by the APs were given by relevant specialists. Notifications 
on land acquisition and resettlement LAR were distributed by the LMA specialist, and the project 
newsletter has been distributed by the PMO specialists to the participants. This was the first time 
the residents heard about the project, and its outcomes and the following questions were raised 
by them:  

1. How many streets and squares were affected;   
2. How much is the valuation of 1м2 land;  
3. Will the compensation include improvements, lawns, and trees in the affected 

plots; 
4. How to deal with the business activities that are running on the affected plots; 
5. Time for vacating the land; 
6. What to do if the owner does not want to give the land; 

 

 
 

  
Most participants expressed their support for the project. 
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APPENDIX 5: HOUSEHOLD SURVEY RESULTS OF TOLGOIT SUBCENTER 
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Chapter 1: LAR in Tolgoit subcenter 
 
Table 0-1. Affected households, by land title 

Land title before LAR 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 With land title 17 68.0% 

Without land title 8 32.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 0-2. Affected households, by impact 

Do you (household) still live on the 
affected land plot? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Yes, partially affected 3 12.0% 

No, fully affected 22 88.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 0-3. Affected households, by land title 

Do you (household) still live on the 
affected land plot? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title Without land title 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Yes, partially affected 3 17.6% 0 0.0% 

No, fully affected 14 82.4% 8 100.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 

 
Table 0-4. Land size and affected land size of households had land title 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Total area of land before LAR (sq.m) 17 782 278 466 
Size of affected land(sq.m) 17 700 16 364 
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Table 0-5. Land size and affected land size of fully affected households had land title 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title 

Fully affected 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Total area of land before LAR (sq.m) 14 782 278 455 
Size of affected land(sq.m) 14 700 278 433 

 
Table 0-6. Land size and affected land size of partially affected households had land title 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title 

Partially affected 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Total area of land before LAR (sq.m) 3 524 509 518 
Size of affected land(sq.m) 3 72 16 42 

 
Table 0-7. Compensation amount by previous land title 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title Without land title 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Value of affected land(tug) 17 420000000 0 42161176 8 . . . 
Value of affected residential structure (tug) 17 84061354.0 .0 9840819.4 8 67732280.0 .0 12209035.0 
Value of affected non-residential 
structure(tug) 

17 24183135.0 .0 8256657.3 8 19772489.0 .0 6061756.8 

Total compensation(tug) 17 457876541.0 .0 60258653.2 8 87504769.0 .0 18270791.8 
Transitional allowance (tug) 17 0 0 0 8 1800000 0 225000 
Moving costs(tug) 17 0 0 0 8 250000 0 31250 

 
Table 0-8. Compensation paid to fully affected households had land title 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title 

Fully affected 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Value of affected land(tug) 14 420000000 0 50730000 
Value of affected residential structure (tug) 14 84061354.0 .0 11949566.4 
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Value of affected non-residential structure(tug) 14 24183135.0 .0 9188206.7 
Total compensation(tug) 14 457876541.0 .0 71867773.1 
Transitional allowance (tug) 14 0 0 0 
Moving costs(tug) 14 0 0 0 

 
Table 0-9. Resettlement of households, by previous land title 

If fully affected, where you currently 
settled in? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Ger district 8 57.1% 6 75.0% 14 63.6% 

Apartment building 6 42.9% 2 25.0% 8 36.4% 

Total 14 100.0% 8 100.0% 22 100.0% 

 
Table 0-10. Current and previous land size of fully affected households settled in ger area 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Ger district 

Fully affected 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Total area of land before LAR (sq.m) 14 603 278 407 
What is the land size of you khashaa? 14 1248 0 597 

 
Table 0-11. Current land title of households settled in ger area 

If you currently live in ger area, what is the land title your family hold for the 
occupied land? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Partially affected Fully affected 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Ownership 0 0.0% 5 35.7% 

Possession 3 100.0% 5 35.7% 

Usage 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

No permit, temporary settlement 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

No permit, applied for ownership 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

No permit, free of charge in someone's khashaa 0 0.0% 1 7.1% 

Rented khashaa and house 0 0.0% 1 7.1% 

Rented khashaa, purchasing an apartment under construction 0 0.0% 1 7.1% 

Other 0 0.0% 1 7.1% 

Total 3 100.0% 14 100.0% 
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Table 0-12. Appartment ownership of households, by previous land title 

If you currently live in an apartment, do you own the 
apartment? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Owned apartment, bought by the compensation 3 33.3% 0 0.0% 3 27.3% 

Owned apartment, bought by the compensation 
and extra cash 

1 11.1% 0 0.0% 1 9.1% 

Lease to own apartment, advance payment 
paid 

0 0.0% 1 50.0% 1 9.1% 

Temporary rented apartment, reservation made 
in apartment construction 

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Rented apartment 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Rented room 1 11.1% 0 0.0% 1 9.1% 

Room, free of charge 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Other 4 44.4% 1 50.0% 5 45.5% 

Total 9 100.0% 2 100.0% 11 100.0% 

 
Table 0-13. Ownership of land or apartment, by resettlement and previous land title 

If own an apartment or 
own/possess land, property 
certificate for the land and 
apartment has been issued as: 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title Without land title 

Ger district Apartment building Ger district Apartment building 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Single owner 5 62.5% 6 100.0% 4 66.7% 2 100.0% 

Multi-owners 3 37.5% 0 0.0% 2 33.3% 0 0.0% 

Total 8 100.0% 6 100.0% 6 100.0% 2 100.0% 

 
Table 0-14. Land title for current land for affected persons settled in ger area 

If own an apartment or 
own/possess land, property 
certificate for the land and 
apartment has been issued as 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Ger district 

Ownership Possession Usage 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

: Single owner 3 60.0% 3 60.0% 0 0.0% 

Multi-owners 2 40.0% 2 40.0% 0 0.0% 
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Total 5 100.0% 5 100.0% 0 0.0% 

 
 
Table 0-15. Ownership of current apartments of affected persons settled in apartment buildings 

If own an apartment or 
own/possess land, property 
certificate for the land and 
apartment has been issued as: 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Owned apartment, bought by the 
compensation 

Owned apartment, bought by the 
compensation and extra cash 

Lease to own apartment, advance 
payment paid 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Single owner 3 100.0% 1 100.0% 1 100.0% 

Multi-owners 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Total 3 100.0% 1 100.0% 1 100.0% 

 
Table 0-16. Sex of single owners of land or apartment 

If registered on an individual person, 
sex of the owner is 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Single owner 

Count Column N % 

 Male 9 50.0% 

Female 9 50.0% 

Total 18 100.0% 
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Table 0-17. Fully affected households with land titles for current land and living with co-residing household 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Ownership Possession Usage Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

If you own/possess 
land/apartment, do you 
currently have a coresident 
household living in your 
khashaa or apartment? 

Yes 1 20.0% 2 25.0% 0 0.0% 3 23.1% 

No 4 80.0% 6 75.0% 0 0.0% 10 76.9% 

Total 
5 100.0% 8 100.0% 0 0.0% 13 100.0% 

What is relationship 
between you and this 
household? 

Co-Owner(Listed in the 
certificate) 

0 0.0% 1 50.0% 0 0.0% 1 33.3% 

Rentee 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Relatives, friend 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Not-related 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Adult child, non co-owner 1 100.0% 1 50.0% 0 0.0% 2 66.7% 

Parents and in-laws, not 
co-owner 

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Other 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Total 1 100.0% 2 100.0% 0 0.0% 3 100.0% 

 
Table 0-18. Households had land title and co-residing households in the khashaa 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title 

Count Column N % 

If you had land title on the affected land, did you 
have any coresident household living jointly in your 
khashaa before resettlement? 

Yes 6 35.3% 

No 11 64.7% 

Total 17 100.0% 
Where moved this coresided household Not moving, co-residing now 4 66.7% 

Going to move, obtained a new land 0 0.0% 
Moved, a new land was allocated 0 0.0% 
Moved, temporary housing provided 0 0.0% 
Moved, near to old location 0 0.0% 
Moved, different location 2 33.3% 
Do not know 0 0.0% 
Total 6 100.0% 

How were they related to you? Co-Owner(Listed in the certificate) 1 16.7% 

Rentee 0 0.0% 

Relatives, friend 1 16.7% 
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Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title 

Count Column N % 

Not-related 0 0.0% 

Adult child, non co-owner 3 50.0% 

Parents and in-laws, not co-owner 1 16.7% 

Other 0 0.0% 

Total 6 100.0% 

 

Chapter 2: Нөлөөлөлд өртсөн өрхийн хүн ам, нийгэм эдийн засгийн байдлаар 
Table 2.1 Responder’s sex 

Respondent's sex 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Male 14 56.0% 

Female 11 44.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 2.2. Household head responders 

Is the respondent head of the 
household? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Head of Household 15 60.0% 

Not Head of Household 10 40.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 2.3 . Household head responders by sex 

Respondent's sex 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Head of Household Not Head of Household 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Male 12 80.0% 2 20.0% 

Female 3 20.0% 8 80.0% 

Total 15 100.0% 10 100.0% 
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Table 2.4 Household vulnerability 

Household Head is: 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Senior 7 28.0% 

Disabled 0 0.0% 

Head of Household with children under 18 yrs 0 0.0% 

Female Head of Household 5 20.0% 

Non vulnerable household 13 52.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 2.5 . LAR impact, by household vulnerability 

Household Head is: 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

LAR Impact 

Partially affected Fully affected 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Senior 0 0.0% 7 31.8% 

Disabled 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Head of Household with children under 18 yrs 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Female Head of Household 1 33.3% 4 18.2% 

Non vulnerable household 2 66.7% 11 50.0% 

Total 3 100.0% 22 100.0% 

 
Table 2.6. Households with income below MLS by household vulnerability 

Household Head is: 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Does the household live below minimum monthly standard of living 
277,800 tugrugs in Ulaanbaatar? 

Yes No 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Senor 0 0.0% 7 30.4% 

Disabled 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Head of Household with children under 18 yrs 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Female Head of Household 0 0.0% 5 21.7% 

Non vulnerable household 2 100.0% 11 47.8% 

Total 2 100.0% 23 100.0% 
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Table 2.7 . Negative impact of LAR in households’ livelihoods and earning, by household vulnerability 

Household Head is: 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

What impact the LAR has had on your household's ability to maintain 
livelihoods and earning? 

Yes, negatively affected No, no negative impact 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Senior 0 0.0% 7 28.0% 

Disabled 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Head of Household with children under 18 yrs 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Female Head of Household 0 0.0% 5 20.0% 

Non vulnerable household 0 0.0% 13 52.0% 

Total 0 0.0% 25 100.0% 

 
Table 2.8. Changes in living condition of households, by household’s vulnerability 

Overall, how you 
life/your household's 
living condition has 
changed after 
resettlement? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Household Head is: 

Senior Disabled 
Head of Household with 

children under 18 yrs Female Head of Household Non vulnerable household 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Improved 4 57.1% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 4 80.0% 5 38.5% 

No change 3 42.9% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 20.0% 8 61.5% 

Worsened 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Total 7 100.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 100.0% 13 100.0% 

 
Table 2.9. Change in household’s living condition, by previous land title 

Overall, how you life/your household's 
living condition has changed after 
resettlement? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Improved 8 47.1% 5 62.5% 13 52.0% 

No change 9 52.9% 3 37.5% 12 48.0% 

Worsened 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
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Table 2.10 Change in household’s living condition, by LAR impact 

Overall, how you life/your household's living 
condition has changed after resettlement? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Partially affected Fully affected 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Improved 0 0.0% 13 59.1% 

No change 3 100.0% 9 40.9% 

Worsened 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Total 3 100.0% 22 100.0% 

 
Table 2.11 Demography of affected households 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Total persons in the household 25 7 1 3 
Number of children in age from 0 to 18 yrs 25 5 0 1 
Number of persons require long term care and assistance 25 0 0 0 
Number of persons with disability, chronic illness 25 0 0 0 
Number of senoir persons (male>60, female>55 yrs old) 25 2 0 0 
Number of persons in working age and able to work 25 3 0 2 

 
Table 2.12. Major income sources of households 

Main income source of the Household 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Salary or Wage 20 80.0% 

Earnings from business, manufacturing & service 1 4.0% 

Pension, allowance or similar income 3 12.0% 

Income from interest rate, dividend or similar income 0 0.0% 

Other income sources 1 4.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

Table 2.13 Average monthly income of households, by income source 
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Statisticsa 

 

Wage and 
salary in 

previous month, 
by tugrugs 

Earning in 
previous month 
from business, 
production and 
service activity, 

by tugrugs 

Pension and 
allowance in 

previous month, 
by tugrugs 

Other earnings 
from other 

income sources 
in previous 
month, by 
tugrugs 

Total income of 
the Household, 

by tugrugs 

N Valid 25 25 25 25 25 

Missing 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 1338800.000 60000.000 218800.000 114200.000 2091800.000 
Minimum .0 .0 .0 .0 320000.0 
Maximum 5400000.0 1500000.0 1000000.0 1000000.0 10000000.0 

a. Project Location = Tolgoit Subcenter 
 
Table 2.14 Share of income sources in households monthly income 
 

Statisticsa 

 

Salary as share 
of total income, 

by percent 

Business 
earning as 

share of the 
total income, by 

percent 

Pension and 
allowance as 
share of the 

total income, by 
percent 

Other earnings 
as share of total 

income 

N Valid 25 25 25 25 

Missing 0 0 0 0 
Mean 46.6940 3.7500 12.5976 5.3584 
Minimum .00 .00 .00 .00 
Maximum 95.00 93.75 66.67 50.00 

a. Project Location = Tolgoit Subcenter 
 
Table 2.15 Households with income below MLS 

Does the household live below 
minimum monthly standard of living 
277,800 tugrugs in Ulaanbaatar? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Yes 2 8.0% 

No 23 92.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 
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Table 2.16 Compensation paid to households, by previous land title 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Land title before LAR 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

Did you/your household receive 
compensation and other support when 
vacating the land? 

Yes 16 94.1% 8 100.0% 24 96.0% 

No 1 5.9% 0 0.0% 1 4.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Did you/your household receive 
compensation for the affected land and 
assets before vacating the land? 

Yes 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 
No 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 

Did you/your household receive full 
compensation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions specified in the 
contract? 

Yes 15 93.8% 8 100.0% 23 95.8% 
No 1 6.3% 0 0.0% 1 4.2% 
3 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Total 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 

Did you/your household have any fees or 
charges deducted from the compensation 
or other monetary assistance received? 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

No 13 81.3% 6 75.0% 19 79.2% 

3 3 18.8% 2 25.0% 5 20.8% 

Total 16 100.0% 8 100.0% 24 100.0% 

 

Chapter 3: Support and Assistance provided to the APs  
 
Table 3.1 Households received support and assistances other than compensation, by previous land title 

Support and assistance other than 
compensation 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Yes 13 76.5% 7 87.5% 20 80.0% 

No 4 23.5% 1 12.5% 5 20.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
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Table 3.2 . Other support and assistance to households, by previous land title 
 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Land title before LAR 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

Relocation land in a new 
location 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Temporary housing Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Enrolled in rent-to-own 
apartment program 

Yes 1 5.9% 3 37.5% 4 16.0% 
No 16 94.1% 5 62.5% 21 84.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Moving costs in cash Yes 14 82.4% 8 100.0% 22 88.0% 
No 3 17.6% 0 0.0% 3 12.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Cash compensation for the 
loss of business income 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Transitional assistance for 6 
months 

Yes 6 35.3% 6 75.0% 12 48.0% 
No 11 64.7% 2 25.0% 13 52.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Provided with temporary 
employment in construction 
work 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Participated in a livelihood 
support program 

Yes 1 5.9% 3 37.5% 4 16.0% 
No 16 94.1% 5 62.5% 21 84.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Other assistance Yes 0 0.0% 2 25.0% 2 8.0% 

No 17 100.0% 6 75.0% 23 92.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
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Table 3.319. Affected property and other valuables, by previous land title 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Land title before LAR 

With land title Without land title Total 

Count Column N % Count Column N % Count Column N % 

Land affected by LAR Yes 15 88.2% 2 25.0% 17 68.0% 

No 2 11.8% 6 75.0% 8 32.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Residential house affected by 
LAR 

Yes 3 17.6% 4 50.0% 7 28.0% 
No 14 82.4% 4 50.0% 18 72.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Non-residential facilities 
affected by LAR 

Yes 12 70.6% 8 100.0% 20 80.0% 
No 5 29.4% 0 0.0% 5 20.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Work place affected by LAR Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Business income affected by 
LAR 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Property and assets for 
earning is affected by LAR 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Social network, good 
neighbors, helping hand 
affected by LAR 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

No losses Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 
Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Other valuables affected by 
LAR 

Yes 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

No 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

 
Table 3.4 Difficulties due to LAR 

Any difficulties to you/your family 
due to LAR 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Yes 0 0.0% 

No 25 100.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 
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Table 3.5 Information about LAR 

Were you informed about land 
acquisition and resettlement? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Yes 25 100.0% 

No 0 0.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 3.6 . Information sources 

What was the main information channel you received information? Web 
page or the Facebook account? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Web page, Facebook of the Project 0 0.0% 

Facebook of khoroo residents, APs 0 0.0% 

Printed information materials 8 32.0% 

Public meeting 13 52.0% 

Individual meeting 2 8.0% 

Other 2 8.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 3.7 . Information content 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

Were you informed about the Land Acquisition and resettlement plan? Know about it 24 96.0% 

Do not know about it 1 4.0% 
Were you informed about the Entitlements of Affected Persons? Know about it 20 80.0% 

Do not know about it 5 20.0% 
Were you informed about the Cut-Off date? Know about it 24 96.0% 

Do not know about it 1 4.0% 
Were you informed about the Grievance Redress Mechanism? Know about it 10 40.0% 

Do not know about it 15 60.0% 
Were you informed about asset valuation? Know about it 12 48.0% 

Do not know about it 13 52.0% 
Were you informed about livelihood support and assistance program Know about it 12 48.0% 

Do not know about it 13 52.0% 
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Table 3.8 Consultation status with the APs 

Were you consulted wth you/your family on 
LAR? 

Төсөл хэрэгжсэн байршил 

Толгойт 

Land titled Non-titled Total 

Count Column N 
% 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

 Yes 15 88.2% 8 100.0% 23 92.0% 

No 2 11.8% 0 0.0% 2 8.0% 

Total 17 100.0% 8 100.0% 25 100.0% 

 
Table 3.9 Organisations consulted with APs 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

Consulted with Specialists of Project Management Office Yes 22 95.7% 

No 1 4.3% 
Consulted with Officials of the Capital city and District Land Agency Yes 17 73.9% 

No 6 26.1% 
Consulted with EME specialists Yes 4 17.4% 

No 19 82.6% 
Consulted with LSP specialists Yes 7 30.4% 

No 16 69.6% 
Consulted with Valuation specialists Yes 17 73.9% 

No 6 26.1% 
Consulted with NGO personnel Yes 0 0.0% 

No 23 100.0% 
Consulted with other specialists Yes 0 0.0% 

No 23 100.0% 
Do not remember Yes 15 65.2% 

No 8 34.8% 

 
Table 3.10 Issues consulted with APs 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

Consulted about Property valuation Yes 23 100.0% 

No 0 0.0% 
Consulted about Compensation and entitlements Yes 19 82.6% 

No 4 17.4% 
Consulted about Income restoration and livelihood 
improvement? 

Yes 10 43.5% 
No 13 56.5% 
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Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 
Consulted about Relocation of land Yes 1 4.3% 

No 22 95.7% 
Consulted about rental apartment, rent-to-own apartment 
program 

Yes 5 21.7% 
No 18 78.3% 

Consulted about renewal of Land titles Yes 3 13.0% 
No 20 87.0% 

Consulted about Grievance mechanism Yes 0 0.0% 
No 23 100.0% 

Consulted about other issue Yes 2 8.7% 

No 21 91.3% 

 
Table 3.11. Complaints 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

Have you made any request, complaint, or claim regarding 
the implementation of the LARP and compensation? 

Yes 0 0.0% 

No 25 100.0% 
If yes, has your request, complaint, or claim resolved? Yes 0 0.0% 

No 25 100.0% 

 
Table 3.12 Distance to the city center after LAR, by km 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Ger district Apartment building 

Count Maximum Minimum Mean Count Maximum Minimum Mean 

Distance from your current residence to the 
city center? (km) 

14 11 5 8 8 8 0 4 
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Table 3.13 Safety assessment for current residence location 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

If fully affected, where you currently settled in? 

Ger district Apartment building 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

How protected do you feel from the Flood? 4 5 35.7% 3 37.5% 

5 9 64.3% 5 62.5% 
How protected do you feel from the Storms? 3 2 14.3% 0 0.0% 

4 5 35.7% 3 37.5% 
5 7 50.0% 5 62.5% 

How protected do you feel from the Earthquake? 4 6 42.9% 1 12.5% 
5 8 57.1% 7 87.5% 

How protected do you feel from the Air pollution? 4 5 35.7% 3 37.5% 
5 9 64.3% 5 62.5% 

How protected do you feel from the Soil pollution? 4 8 57.1% 3 37.5% 
5 6 42.9% 5 62.5% 

How protected do you feel from the Fire? 4 2 14.3% 3 37.5% 
5 12 85.7% 5 62.5% 

How protected do you feel from the Crime and attacks? 4 3 21.4% 1 12.5% 
5 11 78.6% 7 87.5% 

How protected do you feel from the Traffic safety? 4 5 35.7% 2 25.0% 
5 9 64.3% 6 75.0% 

How protected do you feel from the Accidents and injuries? 4 4 28.6% 1 12.5% 
5 10 71.4% 7 87.5% 

How protected do you feel from the other risks? 4 3 21.4% 1 12.5% 

5 11 78.6% 7 87.5% 

 

Chapter 4: LAR impacts on APs’ livelihood  
 
Table 4.1. LAR impact on households ability to maintain livelihoods 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

What impact the LAR has had on your household's ability to 
maintain livelihoods and earning? 

Yes, negatively affected 0 0.0% 

No, no negative impact 25 100.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 
If yes, how it affected Lost or had to change a 

work due to distance 
0 0.0% 

Lost business, to impossible 
to continue 

0 0.0% 
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Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

Lost main asset to earn a 
profit 

0 0.0% 

Income from business 
declined 

0 0.0% 

Lost jobs of household 
members 

0 0.0% 

Increase cost 0 0.0% 

Lost social network, support 
from relatives 

0 0.0% 

Other 25 100.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 4.2 Changes in households living condition 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Ger district Apartment building 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 

Is dwelling condition changed after resettlement Improved 3 21.4% 5 62.5% 

No change 11 78.6% 3 37.5% 

Worsened 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Is water supply changed after resettlement Improved 2 14.3% 5 62.5% 

No change 12 85.7% 3 37.5% 
Worsened 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Is heating and electricity supply changed after resettlement Improved 2 14.3% 5 62.5% 
No change 12 85.7% 3 37.5% 
Worsened 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Is access to health and medical services changed after 
resettlement? 

Shorter distance 1 7.1% 5 62.5% 
No change 13 92.9% 3 37.5% 
Longer distance 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Is children's access to education changed after 
resettlement? 

Shorter distance 0 0.0% 4 50.0% 
No change 14 100.0% 4 50.0% 
Longer distance 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Is access to public transport changed after resettlement? Shorter distance 5 35.7% 5 62.5% 
No change 9 64.3% 3 37.5% 
Longer distance 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Is sufficiency of working place changed after resettlement Increased 0 0.0% 3 37.5% 
No change 14 100.0% 5 62.5% 
Reduced 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
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Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Ger district Apartment building 

Count Column N % Count Column N % 
Is your employment changed after resettlement Improved 0 0.0% 1 12.5% 

No change 14 100.0% 7 87.5% 

Worsened 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

 
Table 4.3 LAR impact on employment of household members 

Has the resettlement changed the business or 
employment of you family members? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Yes 0 0.0% 

No 25 100.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 4.4 . LAR impact on household income 

 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

Household income Increased 1 4.0% 

No change 24 96.0% 

Reduced 0 0.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 
Have the household income 
sources/livelihoods changed after 
resettlement? 

Yes 1 4.0% 

No 24 96.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 

 
Table 4.5 Participation in the Livelihood Support Program 

Did you and your family member 
participate in the Livelihood Support 
Program? 

Project Location 

Tolgoit Subcenter 

Count Column N % 

 Yes 5 20.0% 

No 20 80.0% 

Total 25 100.0% 
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APPENDIX 6: ATTENDANCE SHEETS 
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